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Abstract
The focus of this thesis is investigating regimes where experimental realisations of theo-
retical hypothesis is difficult. Mainly we investigated three topics. Firstly, Photon echo in
overlapping pulses regime. We showed that for overlapping carrier enveloped pulses the
echo peak position is sensitive to the relative phase and depends on delay between the
pulses, pulse width, dephasing times etc of the overlapping pulses. We also showed that
observing the photon echo in such a regime is easier when the pulses interfere destructively
as the echo signal is relatively stronger although echo peak position shifted forward in time
more than constructive interference case.
Secondly, an experiment of electromagnetically induced transparency in silicon with shal-
low donors. In this case we explained what went wrong with this experiment and suggested
a parameter regime where EIT can be observed experimentally. We also briefly explored
a three-level system with losses using non-hermitian quantum mechanics and reproduced
some general results(coherent population trapping, effect of loss on different state popula-
tions in a three level system) of a hermitian hamiltonian using non-hermitian hamiltonian.
Thirdly, we investigated non-hermitian quantum mechanics using two and four level sys-
tems. We observed the general properties of exceptional points namely, non-hermitian
degeneracy where both the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors coalesce thus leaving the
hamiltonian matrix defective, phase rigidity, topological properties and differences between
encircling exceptional points quasi-statically and dynamically. We then suggested experi-
ments to observe these exceptional points, investigated exceptional rings, compared sym-
metric and asymmetric non-hermitian hamiltonians with identical eigenvalues and found
a regime where no matter how small the gain it always wins against loss.
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Rolf Landauer stated that ”information is physical”[1]. Since physics as we know now is
quantum in nature it is obvious to try to study information processing tasks using principles
of quantum mechanics. This led to the birth of quantum computation and information
devoted to a big dream of realizing quantum computers which are more powerful and
efficient than their classical counterparts. Here efficient means if the problem can be
solved in polynomial time using polynomial resources.
Divincenzo gave five necessary and sufficient criteria for a system to be a scalable quantum
computer [2] -
1. Identification of well-defined qubits.
2. Reliable state preparation.
3. High coherence time (low decoherence).
4. Accurate quantum logical gate operations.
5. Good quantum measurements(strong).
These criteria were given in the context of a semiconductor-based quantum computer(spins
of free electrons confined in quantum dots are suggested as qubit candidates) but are ap-
plicable to any general scheme of quantum computing, namely, NMR, ion traps, SQUIDS,
optics and photons, optical cavities etc. Many quantum systems are shown to satisfy
several (not all) of these criteria. Silicon based quantum computing is a regime where
researchers are trying to use the nuclear and electronic spins of donor atoms(phosphorus,
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bismuth etc) in a silicon crystal to build a scalable quantum computer. The idea of using
donors in silicon was first introduced by Kane in 1998 [3] where he suggested to use silicon
nuclear spins and the donor(phosphorus) atom’s electron/nuclear spins to make a scalable
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of a Kane quantum computer - phosphorous donor in silicon. The
interaction between neighbouring nuclear spins is mediated using the electronic spins of
the donor. The ”A gates ” control the resonance frequency of the nuclear spins while
the ”J gates” control the electron mediated interaction. Since each qubit as well as two
qubit operation is individually controlled by the relevant gates, this system in principle is
scalable to arbitrary number of qubits
In principle, this system is scalable to arbitrary number of qubits due to each the ability to
individually address each qubit electrically. Fig. As there is no significant interaction with
the neighbouring nuclear spins and we need two qubit operations, the donor electron spin
was introduced to mediate that interaction. The spin of the extra electron of the donor
atom can be used to encode the qubits. This method has two advantages :
1. Long coherence times. It has been shown that these hybrid systems(nuclear-electronic
qubits) have long coherence times(4ms which is five orders of magnitude longer).[4]
compared to pure nuclear states based systems.
2. It is scalable due to the fact that the qubits can be addressed individually by using
lasers.
Because of these properties, shallow donors in semiconductors are a good candidate for
the practical implementation of a solid-state quantum computer. This kind of system has
a wide range of applications including quantum memories, magnetometers, atomic clocks,
2
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coherent population trapping, quantum logical gates[5] etc.
Superconducting qubits are one of the most promising candidates for quantum computers
due to their fast operation capabilities and ease of scalability [6]. But they have the big
drawback of having high decoherence i.e. the system might not remain coherent during
the time of computation, which will lead to errors. One solution to this problem is the
use of quantum memories to support the superconducting qubits. Any good candidate for
quantum memory must have the property of addressability at low magnetic field( < mT)
[7] because of the critical field limitation of superconductors. A good candidate for this
purpose is bismuth donors in silicon as they have a zero-field splitting of around 7.4 GHz
which is comparable to the energy splitting of |R〉 and |L〉 states of superconducting flux
qubits. Therefore these two can be coupled via a microwave photon[8]. The Si:Bi system
has been extensively researched in the last 5 years including the spectroscopic analysis of
electron paramagnetic resonance(EPS), electron spin relaxation time, decoherence time,
super-hyperfine interaction between silicon nuclei and bismuth electrons, EPR cancellation
resonances etc [9],[10],[11].
The coherent interaction of atoms with external radiation, primarily laser light has ap-
plications in physics, chemistry, electronics, information processing etc. The ability to
control the transitions between the discrete energy levels of the atoms and briefly alter
their structure has potential in many fields. One application of the coherent interaction of
laser with donors in semiconductors is atomic clocks[12] where we can use the hyperfine
splitting levels(Si:P system) to create a lambda atomic scheme. Using the phenomenon of
coherent population trapping[13](accomplished by using two laser radiation fields), we can
create an atomic ensemble in a desired state, together with resonant excitation. Ramsey
improved Rabi’s method of measuring transition frequencies by proposing that instead of
using single long π pulse if we use two short π/2 pulses separated by a non-interaction
period we will get a much better precision during measurement. This is advantageous
because in Ramsey’s case the ensemble of atoms interacts with the pulse for a very short
time, thus reducing the errors due to inhomogeneities. Ramsey’s method is used today
in atomic clocks which in turn are used in timekeeping the definition of second because
no mechanical or electric clocks are precise enough for a long enough time to maintain
the definition of a second. Another potential application of this is making highly resolved
magnetometers. Nitrogen vacancy centres in diamonds are being studied for this purpose
[14]. A magnetometer is a device which is used to measure the strength of a magnetic
3
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field, in some cases the direction and also the magnetisation of a magnetic material. The
position(in time) of a photon echo might be used to measure the strength of the ap-
plied magnetic field because of Zeeman splitting and that’s why Chapter 3 is dedicated to
the theory of 3-level systems where we investigate an experiment on electromagnetically
induced transparency(EIT) by our collaborators using donors in semiconductors. We ex-
plained why the particular experiment was not successful and suggested some guidelines
to observe EIT in their system.
There are two ways to model laser interaction with a system with losses in the form of
population decay or polarisation decay. One is to describe a hermitian system, derive the
optical Bloch equations and add losses in the system phenomenologically. This set of cou-
pled ordinary differential equations will then describe the system dynamics. Another way
is to start with a non-hermitian system by encoding the losses directly in the hamiltonian
and derive the optical Bloch equations as usual. This results in the same set of equations
as the former method but the physics can be different due to the extension of the pa-
rameter space to the complex from the real domain. This leads to different properties of
eigenvectors and eigenvalues. In non-hermitian quantum mechanics the eigenvalues can
be complex where the real part is interpreted as the energy of and the imaginary part
the loss/gain from that particular state. The nature of degeneracy in a non-hermitian
system is significantly different than hermitian systems. Unlike hermitian system where
the eigenvalues coalesce but the eigenvectors remain orthogonal, here the eigenvalues as
well as the eigenvectors coalesce leaving a defective matrix. This results in interesting
topological properties around the degeneracy which we explore in chapter 4. A detailed
introduction to non-hermitian quantum mechanics is included in Chapter 4.
This thesis focuses on analytically and numerically understanding the dynamics of the
systems by investigating optical phenomena like photon echo (automatic revival of the
initial signal after some time), electromagnetically induced transparency (conversion of
a three level opaque system to transparent system in the presence of appropriate laser
interactions) in difficult to realize regimes and understanding the impact of non-hermitian
quantum mechanics on real two and four level systems interacting with lasers.
This thesis can be divided into 3 core parts :
1. Photon echo
2. Electromagnetically induced transparency
4
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3. Non-hermitian quantum mechanics and exceptional points
Below we give a brief introduction and motivation for investigating these particular topics.
A more detailed introduction is contained in the relevant chapters.
1.1.1 Photon echo
A photon echo is the refocusing of optical polarisation after some time τ , after the applica-
tion of electromagnetic pulses delayed by time τ . Photon echo has important applications
in many fields - in nonlinear spectroscopy it is used to measure the dephasing time, T2
(explained in Chapter 2), modified versions of photon echoes are being investigated for
application in quantum memories as well as in quantum information processing. Even
more than 50 years after its discovery by Erwin Hahn, the interest in echoes is still rising.
Therefore we chose to study this phenomena in collaboration with experimentalists at
University of Surrey.
We report on the dynamics of two-pulse photon echoes in a two-level system. We consider
two different types of excitation pulse pairs; pulses with same carrier envelope phases (CEP
pulse pairs) and pulse pairs cut from the same carrier wave train (labelled as normal pulse
pairs). We show that for CEP pulse pairs when the pulses overlap somewhat, the photon
echo emission time is strongly sensitive to the relative phase (i.e. delay time) between the
two pulses. We also show how the photon echo emission time for such CEP pulse pairs
depends on the dephasing time of the polarization (T2) and on the pulse-width of the
applied pulses. This phase sensitivity can be utilised to control the emission time of the
photon echo which may prove useful in storing and retrieving light signals from an atomic
ensemble. Our results also inform the interpretation of photon echo signals at short delay
time when used to measure fast coherence decay rates.
1.1.2 Electromagnetically induced transparency
Electromagnetically induced transparency is the phenomenon that changes an opaque
system to a transparent one for particular frequency in the presence of electromagnetic
radiation. Chapter 3 details the analysis of an unsuccessful electromagnetically induced
transparency experiment performed by our collaborators at University of Surrey. We report




1.1.3 Non-hermitian quantum mechanics and exceptional points
Decoherence and optical losses are one of the main obstacles in performing successful
optical experiments. The motivation of investigating non-hermitian quantum mechanics
is to find a way where decoherence/losses can be useful. We investigated two-level/four-
level systems and found a small regime where even large losses in the systems can lead to a
better signal to loss ratio. Chapter 4 details the theoretical investigation of non-hermitian
quantum mechanics and exceptional points in real systems. In non-hermitian quantum
mechanics, the notion of hermiticity is relaxed which leads to two kinds of systems -
1. Non-hermitian hamiltonians with real eigenvalues e.g. PT symmetric hamiltonians.
2. Non-hermitian hamiltonians with complex eigenvalues. These are the kinds of sys-
tems we focussed on in this thesis.
Exceptional points are the degeneracies of the non-hermitian systems where unlike the
hermitian degeneracy, the eigenvalues as well as the eigenvectors coalesce thus resulting
in a defective(non-diagonalisable) hamiltonian matrix. This leads to interesting topological
behaviour near such points which are not present in hermitian systems. We report some
of these interesting properties of exceptional points in a two-level and four-level system
and describe how to observe these experimentally.
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Analysis of Photon Echo Dynamics
2.1 Introduction
Consider an inhomogeneous(different spins will have difference frequencies due to effects
like doppler shifts, variations in local environments etc.) ensemble of spins in the presence
of a magnetic field as shown later in Fig. 2.2. Every spin will have a magnetic moment
on which the external magnetic field exerts torque resulting in spin precession. as shown
in Eq. 2.1.
~τ =~µ×~B = γ~J×~B (2.1)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, ~µ is the magnetic moment, ~B is the external magnetic
field and ~J is the angular momentum. Due to inhomogeneous local effects, different spins
will have different Bohr frequencies resulting in spin precession at different frequencies.
There will be net magnetisation in the system in the direction of magnetic field. This
net magnetisation can be manipulated by the application of electromagnetic pulses. Any
pulse that rotates the magentisation by π/2 is known as π/2 pulse. In terms of energy
level picture, a π/2 pulse is the excitation pulse takes the particles in the lower state to
the higher state. Similarly a π pulse results in a π rotation of magnetisation or excitation-
deexcitation cycle of the particles in energy level picture. The signal(net magnetisation)
observed decays with time because of two main reasons -
1. Spin relaxation - This decay is irreversible in nature.
2. Inhomogeneous dephasing - Since different spins have different Bohr’s frequency,
they spin with different rates thus causing the net signal to dephase/decay. This is
7
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a reversible decay.
Application of an appropriate electromagnetic pulse can reverse the effects of inhomo-
geneous dephasing. In magnetic resonance, the refocusing of spin magnetisation by a
resonant electromagnetic radiation is known as spin echo. Spin echoes, also known as
Hahn echoes[15], were first discovered by Erwin Hahn in 1950 when he applied two π/2
pulses successively, detecting a signal(echo) after some time even when no pulse was ap-
plied at that time. This idea was later extended by Carr and Purcell[16] where it was
shown that a second π pulse is more effective than a π/2 pulse in producing an echo.
Application of a π/2 pulse is equivalent to π/2 rotation of the net magnetisation. This
magnetisation decays with time due to above mentioned reasons. The application of a
second π pulse(also known as refocusing pulse) after some time τd inverts the magnetisa-
tion thus reviving the signal at time τd after its application. This can be best understood
by visualising the spin magnetisation in Bloch sphere (Fig. 2.1) as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
A Bloch sphere is a geometrical representation of quantum states of a two level system.
Any two level quantum state can be written as the superposition of basis states. In natural
basis, a general state can be written as -
|ψ〉= e−iβ [cos(θ/2)|0〉+ e−iφ sin(θ/2)|1〉]. (2.2)
Here β is the global phase, φ is the relative phase and θ is some angle chosen to represent
the coefficients in a way so that the total probability adds up to 1. The probabilities
associated with this expression are independent of the global and relative phase.
P0 = (cos(θ/2))2, (2.3)
P1 = (sin(θ/2))2. (2.4)
A Bloch sphere is the representation of the statevector in terms of θ and φ e.g θ = 0
represents the |0〉 state i.e the north pole of the Bloch sphere represents the population
entirely in ground(|0〉) state and θ = π represents the |1〉 state i.e the south pole of the
Bloch sphere represents the population entirely in excited(|1〉) state. Any state on the
equator represent a 50:50 population distribution in both basis states. The states on the
surface of the sphere are pure states and the states inside the sphere are mixed states.
This can be generalised to n-level quantum system but then the visualisation is not very
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useful. In optics the axis in Bloch sphere represent different types of polarisations and also
known as Poincare sphere. Fig. 2.1[wikipedia] shows the Bloch sphere.
Figure 2.1: Bloch sphere. Here x,y,z are the axis directions and not the quantum states.
Fig. 2.2 illustrates all the steps of spin echo from a top view of the Bloch sphere where
the upper left and lower right plots show the net magnetisation coming out of the plane
and the remaining in the plane of the paper. It shows the state of a inhomogeneously
broadened spin-1/2 system in the presence of a magnetic field(direction is out of the plane).
Moving from subplots a-e, there’s net magnetisation in the direction of applied field(a).
Application of a π/2 pulse rotates the magnetisation by 90 degrees(b). The different spins
precess(anticlockwise in this example) with different frequencies(local effects, c). After
some time τd, application of a π pulse leads to subplot (d) where the precession of the
spins are flipped. We can imagine the different spins to return to the initial position in
time τd (as all spins are still precessing anticlockwise with slowest spin in front). This is
the echo signal which appears τd time after the second pulse. Photon echoes are simply
Hahn echoes observed at optical frequencies i.e rephasing of optical polarisation in an
inhomogeneously broadened sample after application of a pulse pair.
9
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 2.2: Illustrating spin echo using Bloch sphere(a-e). A magnetic field is applied to an
ensemble of spins with direction out of the plane of the paper. (a) The net magnetisation
in the system pointing in the direction of the applied magnetic field i.e. out of the plane
of the paper, (b) Application of initial pulse(π/2) rotates the net magnetisation by π/2
thus bringing it into the plane of the paper, (c) Inhomogeneous dephasing. In this plot,
red is faster than blue which is faster than magenta, (d) Application of π pulse(τd time
after the initial pulse) reverses the position of fast moving and slow moving spins. (e) All
the spins re-align τd time after the application of π pulse
Echoes have important application in many fields including spectroscopy[17, 18], quantum
information processing[19], studying magnons/phonons in single crystals[20] and measure-
ment of spin-spin or polarization relaxation times (T2)[21]. The photon echo is one poten-
tial candidate for quantum storage of light in an atomic ensemble and photon echoes are
being investigated for application in long term optical quantum memories[22–24]. Con-
ventional photon echoes have low signal retrieval efficiency[25] and the time of the echo
appearance after the second pulse is fixed near to the inter-pulse delay. This is not a
desired property in the field of quantum memories. Therefore, techniques for on-demand
retrieval of the photon echo would be beneficial[26, 27] and techniques like controlled re-
versible inhomogeneous broadening (transverse as well as longitudinal) are being developed
to increase the signal retrieval efficiency of such systems[28]. Even after sixty eight years,
the interest in echo phenomena is still rising as further applications emerge, therefore it is
imperative that we study and understand all aspects of photon echo dynamics.
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To summarise, echoes originate from the rephasing of spin coherence (or refocusing of
optical polarisations) after the application of a pair of radio frequency(or optical) exci-
tation pulses delayed by time τd. Increasing the delay between the two pulses increase
the time of the appearance of echo. This also reduces the echo strength. Measuring
how echo strength varies with the inter-pulse delay leads to the measurement of spin-spin
relaxation Due to the exponential nature of spin-spin relaxation, it’s difficult to experi-
mentally observe photon echo in sample where spin-spin relaxation rate is high. One way
around this problem is to use short pulses with low inter-pulse delay. This leads to the
cases when the pulses slightly overlap thus changing the dynamics(position and strength)
of echo depending on the overlap. We explored this regime and quantified echo dynamics
in such situations.
2.2 Bloch equations
A general two level state can be written as a superposition state
ψ =C1ψ1 +C2ψ2, (2.5)
where ψ1,2 forms the basis. The electric field is,
E(t) = ε(t)cos(ωt−φ), (2.6)





where ω1,2 are the frequencies of the energy levels of the system in the absence of any
interaction and V is the interaction energy between light and the system. Without loss of












V ∗C1 + h̄ω2C2
 , (2.9)
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V ∗ = h̄Ω∗ cos(ωt−φ), (2.10)













These equations describe the wave-function evolution with time by calculating C1,2 at all
times. Physically, we are more interested in the populations of the energy levels as well as
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− (−iω)e−iωtC∗2C1 =−iΩ(C∗2C2−C∗1C1)cos(ωt−φ)e−iωt + iω2C∗2C1e−iωt .
Using Euler’s formula to write cosine in terms of exponential and applying the Rotating


























where ∆ = ω2 −ω . For multiple pulses and taking population/polarisation radiative





























where the summation over j covers multiple pulses and T1,T2 are respectively the popu-
lation and polarisation radiative relaxation times with T1 = 2T2. The relaxation times are
added phenomenologically in the equations. These can be derived directly by considering a
non-hermitian Hamiltonian which forms the basis for chapter 4. Analytically solving these
differential equations is intractable for general pulses(except top-hat pulses). Therefore,
we solve the Bloch equations numerically to understand the photon echo dynamics in
different regimes.
Before proceeding to numerical simulations in the regime of overlapping pulses, we’ll de-
scribe a perturbative solution to (2.11). Changing the frame to the rotating frame of the
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where Ω is the Rabi frequency and ∆ is the detuning frequency. A first order perturbative








Ω(t ′)C1(t ′)dt ′. (2.27)
Now consider that initially the whole population is in ground state. And assuming very
small perturbation by the application of pulse we can approximate that the population in
the ground state remains almost unchanged i.e. C1(t)≈ 1. Using this approximation, we





where, Ω̃ is the Fourier transform of the Rabi frequency function. Defining n2 = |C2|2 as





This implies the population of the excited state depends on the Fourier transform of the
Rabi frequency function(which in turn depends on the amplitude of the applied electric



















2 ](1+ cos(τd∆)), (2.31)
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where, Ω0 =
√
π/(2δ ) for a π/2 pulse, δ is the pulsewidth and τd is the delay between
the pulses. From this equation we can infer that the excited state population will have a
gaussian envelope, the overall envelope of the fringes will have a pulse-width dependence
as the exponential factor includes δ i.e the pulse-length and the fringe separation/fringe-
width/number of fringes will depend on the pulse delay(τd). This result is true in the
case of weak pulses but Fig. 2.3 shows a simple photon echo experiment simulation using
a top hat(uniformly distributed) inhomogeneous ensemble of 600 two level atoms (with
absorption linewidth of 0.028THz) interacting with gaussian pulses. At time t=50ps, a
π/2 pulse(50ps pulse-width) is applied which is followed by a π pulse at time t=170ps.
This implies that pulse delay τd is 120ps. We can see the echo appears at time t=(170-
50)ps i.e.120ps after the application of π pulse or at t = 290ps even when no pulse was
applied at time 290ps. In this case, the pulses are well separated so the echo appears at
the expected position i.e. if τd is the difference between the first two pulses then the echo
appears at time τd after the second pulse. Later we study the photon echo dynamics when
the pulses overlap in time domain.
time (ps)


















Figure 2.3: Illustration of photon echo with gaussian pulses. The first pulse(π/2) is applied
at 50ps and the refocusing pulse (π) is applied at 170ps). The echo appears at 290ps i.e
120ps after the application of refocusing pulse.
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2.3 Carrier envelope pulses and two level physical sys-
tem
In this section, we describe the physical system and the two types of pulses used to study
the photon echo dynamics when pulses overlap. These define the parameters used in the
numerical simulations.
2.3.1 Physical system
The two level system used in our studies correspond to 1s - 2p+ transitions of phosphorus
doped silicon (Si:P) which has potential for quantum information processing[30, 31]. This
particular system was chosen according to the experimental convenience of our collabo-
rators at University of Surrey where the aim was to measure the echo signal electrically
by measuring the polarisation of the donor electrons. The behaviour we report however
is generic and can be easily applied with appropriate scaling, to other materials/systems.
The pulses are chosen to be gaussian and most of the work focuses in the regime where
pulses are overlapping in time domain.
2.3.2 Two kinds of pulse pairs
First, we describe two kinds of pulse-pairs. This is important as our collaborators at
University of Surrey can use one kind of pulses, therefore, we need to differentiate between
the effect of choosing those pulses over the other kind. If there’s significant difference
introduced by the kind of pulses then this will also help in choosing parameters for future
experiments. For pulse pairs that each have the same carrier envelope phase, denoted
CEP pulse pairs, the electric field can be written as
E(t) = ∑
j=1,2
E j(t) = ∑
j=1,2
E j e−(t−t j)
2/2δ 2 cos(ω(t− t j)),
where E j is the pulse peak amplitude, t j locates the pulse Gaussian envelope in time and
ω is the driving laser frequency and δ the temporal pulsewidth. Typically E1,E2 and δ are
chosen to yield π/2 and π pulse areas respectively but this is not crucial to the photon
echo phenomenon. For pulse pairs that are cut out from the same carrier wave train,
16
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denoted here as normal pulses, the electric field can be written as,
E(t) = ∑
j=1,2
E j e−(t−t j)
2/2δ 2 cos(ω(t− t1)).


















Figure 2.4: Illustration of a CEP-pulse pair (blue) and a normal pulse pair (red). The
gaussian envelope (dotted) highlights the difference between CEP and normal pulses.
Figure 2.4 illustrates both kinds of pulse pairs. We can see that the phasing of the
envelope and the carrier wave of both pulses in a CEP pulse pair is identical whereas for
normal pulse pairs this is not the case. Most of the studies (and applications hitherto)
of photon and spin echoes consider only non-overlapping pulses. By exploring the regime
where pulses partially overlap, we found that the photon echo signal is very sensitive to the
relative phase (i.e. inter-pulse delay, τd) between the pulses when a CEP pulse pair is used.
Unsurprisingly the absolute value of the carrier envelope phase has no influence on the echo
dynamics other than defining the phase of the underlying polarization oscillations. Using
numerical simulations and approximate analytic solutions to the optical Bloch equations
we find that large shifts in the echo emission time are possible by controlling parameters
such as the delay between the pulses, the inhomogeneous broadening of the two-level
ensemble, the pulse-widths of the applied pulses and the polarization dephasing time.
Results from this study show that we can achieve control over the emission time of the
echo signal while using the same pulse sequence(π/2-π) as the conventional echoes. This
was not possible before in a two-level system. Therefore, just by overlapping the pulses
we can increase the storage time of the signal (limited by T2) significantly as shown in the
numerical simulations in the Section 2.4.
17
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Photon echo experiments which attempt to measure dephasing times which are close
to the available pulse durations will naturally make some measurements with partially
overlapping excitation pulses. Our results show that, depending on the relative phase
difference between the pulses, strongly shifting (in time) photon echoes will arise. This
may be misinterpreted as jitter or noise when, as we shall show, it is in fact a consequence
of interference.
We next distinguish our results from previous published results where the phase difference
between pairs of excitation pulses have proven useful in nonlinear spectroscopy. Reference
[17] shows how the real/imaginary part of the nonlinear response function can be measured
independently using non-overlapping phase-locked pulses by changing the phase between
the two pulses to be in-phase and in-quadrature. Using heterodyne-detected phase-locked
femtosecond stimulated photon echo and phase-locked, pump-probe techniques [32, 33]
it has been shown that the relative phase between two initial pulses and the relative
phase between the last two pulses are both important individually rather than only their
difference. Here again the second and third pulses never overlap in time. A shift in echo
maximum with delay between the pulses is plotted and a quantum beat like pattern is
shown on the scale of 1 ps with a pulse-width of 14 fs, i.e. much longer than the frequency
and therefore not an interference phenomenon. A deformation of pulses when overlapped
in the time domain is not considered here which is the distinguishing feature in the results.
The paper of Yano and Shinojima[34] considers a comparison between CEP and normal
pulses for photon echoes and coherent population control using a perturbative approach
which neglects any pulse overlap. Their results predict a shift in echo temporal position
with respect to pulse-widths when the dephasing and decay times differ, but this shift
does not arise from the changing overlap between the pulses (as this is neglected from the
start).
In coherent photon echo simulations, there are five independent energy/time quantities
which come into play
1. the inter-pulse delay
2. the pulse-widths,
3. the inhomogeneous line-width,
4. the detuning of the excitation from the centre of the inhomogeneous line
5. the dephasing time.
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In this large phase space there is no natural scaling, so we choose to present simulations for
physical parameters corresponding to the 1s - 2p+ transitions of phosphorus doped silicon
(Si:P) which has potential for quantum information processing.[30, 31] The behaviour
we report however is generic can be easily applied with appropriate scaling, to other
materials/systems. In the Bloch equations, normal pulses have, φ = 0 and CEP pulses
have φ = ωτd where τd is the delay between the pulses.
To include the influence of different local environments (i.e. inhomogeneous broadening)
we simply solve the Bloch equations for two-level systems having a distribution of transition
frequencies, Integrating over this distribution yields the total polarization, Ptotal for an





where ∆′ is the detuning between transition and driving frequencies and g(∆′) is the
normalized inhomogeneous distribution of two-level atoms with,
g(∆′) = N e−(∆
′−∆)2/(2σ2). (2.33)
In all our simulations the center frequency of the pulses is chosen to coincide with the
center of the inhomogeneous distribution.
2.4 Numerical simulations
Here we present numerical simulations of Eqs. (2.22-2.33) to investigate the dependence
of the photon echo emission dynamics on parameters such as relative phase between the
pulse pair, pulse duration and dephasing. All the simulations in this chapter are for CEP
pulses unless otherwise noted.
2.4.1 Photon echo dynamics for partially overlapping pulses
In this section, we show the results for the cases when the applied laser pulses partially
overlap/interfere in time domain and how this affect the position of photon echo peak
in time. In Fig. 2.5 we show the absolute value of the polarization for the cases where
the two pulses partially overlap in time for different pulse interference conditions, i.e when
pulses interfere constructively or destructively or somewhere in between. We see a large
19
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Figure 2.5: (Upper panel ) Absolute value of the polarization vs time for different de-
lays (τd) between the CEP pulses. Blue line (destructive interference, τd=33.4057 ps),
dashed red line (constructive interference, τd=33.3531 ps), dotted magenta (quarter of
an oscillation, τd=33.3794 ps). The transition frequency is 9.50437 THz, the detuning is
zero and the first pulse has an area of π/2 and the second an area of π. The intensity
FWHM pulse-width of both pulse envelopes is 17 ps, the FWHM inhomogeneous broad-
ening is 0.028 THz and the dephasing time T2 is infinite. t = 0 corresponds to the arrival
of the peak of the first pulse. (Lower panel) Illustration of net driving electric field from
overlapping π/2 and π-pulses under constructive red (light) and destructive blue (dark)
interference conditions. Individual pulse envelopes are shown as the dashed yellow lines
and the fast carrier frequency oscillation is not resolved. The amplitude of the destructive
interference case (blue) has been reduced by 10% for clarity
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shift (≈ 13 ps) in the arrival time of the echo even when the delay between the pulses is
changed by only 0.05 ps, a very small fraction of the interpulse delay of around 33.4 ps.
To get the full picture of how the echo signal is changing with respect to the delay between
the pulses we solved the Bloch equations numerically for many different delays and plotted
the echo signal as a heatmap as shown in Fig. 2.6. As we change the delay, the relative
phase between the pulses also changes (φ = ωτd) where τd is the delay between the
pulses, where ω is the laser frequency) resulting in change of interference(constructive,
destructive or between them). This shows that the echo peak position and to a lesser
extent the echo strength is very sensitive to the relative phase between the pulses.
When pulses don’t overlap in the time domain we don’t observe this phase sensitivity of
the echo signal emission time whether the pulses used are CEP or normal. So the observed
delay sensitivity is only seen for partially overlapping CEP pulses. This indicates that the
origin of the phase sensitivity lies in the interference between the electric fields of the pulses
and not between the polarization oscillation induced by the first pulse interfering with the
second pulse. The result of such interference is seen in the lower panel of Fig. 2.5; the
constructive interference case (red) resembles a single pulse with an amplitude modulation
while the nodal structure in the destructive interference case (blue) produces two slightly
shorter but sequential pulses. We will use this observation to construct an analytical model
of the system in the Section 2.5. This phase sensitivity has implications for the use of
photon echo techniques to measurements of dephasing (T2) times. If the dephasing times
are similar to the pulse length, care must be taken to either use normal pulse pairs or to
account for the phase difference between the pulses in the analysis.
2.4.2 Influence of pulse overlap area
We next investigate how the area of overlap between the pulses quantitatively affects the
photon echo emission time and its dependence on the relative phase between the two
pulses. This overlap area can be changed either by (i) changing the pulse-width keeping
the delay between the applied pulses constant or (ii) changing the delay between the
applied pulses while keeping the pulse-width constant.
Figure 2.7 shows the effect of changing the pulse-width while keeping all other parameters,
including the pulse areas, fixed. For destructive interference, around τd=33.4 ps, as we
increase the pulse-width the shift in the echo peak position in time increases by over 15 ps.
Also interesting are the qualitative changes that increasing the pulse-width brings mid-way
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Figure 2.6: Heatmap of absolute value of polarization versus time for different delays(τd)
between the pulses for photon echo using CEP pulses. The green dotted line indicates the
































Figure 2.7: Echo peak position in time vs delay between the pulses for different (intensity)
pulse-durations - dotted blue line, FWHM=12 ps; dashed black line, FWHM=17 ps; red
line, FWHM=23.5 ps. Across the figure the interference condition passes from destruc-
tive(left) to constructive(right). The horizontal green dotted line indicates the time τd
after the second pulse peak. Other parameters are as in figure 2.5.
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between constructive and destructive interference conditions around a delay τd=33.43 ps;
the echo peak position is not even monotonic with the pulse-width. For constructive
interference between the pulses, the shifts seen are rather small indicating an insensitivity
to pulse width in this regime. Figure 2.8 shows the photon echo peak position in time
versus delay between the pulses for a fixed (intensity) pulse-duration of 17 ps (FHWM).
We show scans from destructive interference through to constructive for three different
delays around (a) τd=40 ps, (b) τd=33.4 ps and (c) τd=25.1 ps . The change in overlap
area of the two pulses is negligible within one scan but appreciable between the three
subplots. We can see that here also the qualitative nature of the echo signal changes as
we increase the delay; for shorter delays constructive interference echoes are emitted at
latter times than for mixed quadrature excitation. Overall, for all interference conditions,
longer pulse excitation tends to bring the emission back towards the t = 2τd line.


















































Figure 2.8: Echo peak position in time vs delay between the pulses for different delays
around (a) τd=40.1 ps, (b) τd=33.4 ps and (c) τd=25 ps. Across the figure the interfer-
ence condition passes from destructive(left) to constructive(right). The green dotted line
indicates the time τd after the second pulse peak. Other parameters are as in figure 2.5.
We conclude from these simulations that it is the specific combination of pulse-width and
23
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inter-pulse delay that determines the qualitative behaviour of echo not simply the area of
overlap between the pulses. We have also run simulations where by changing both the
pulse duration and the inter-pulse delay we hold the pulse overlap constant and find no
universal dependence on overlap area.
2.5 Analytical formulae for photon echo signals
In this Section we describe three special cases where we can derive an analytical formulae
for the shifts in the position of photon echo in the CEP case. The electric field of the
pulses are assumed to be top hat in time and have the same amplitude. The second pulse
is twice as long as the first and thus has the required area for a π pulse. The three cases
are - (A) when the applied pulses don’t overlap, (B) when the applied pulses interfere
destructively and (C) when the applied pulses interfere constructively.
2.5.1 Non-overlapping pulses
For comparison in case when pulses don’t overlap in time there is an existing result[29],
P(t4) =−2 P0 e−σ
2(t43−t21−1/Ω1)2/2 sin(ωt4), (2.34)
where P(t4) is the polarization after the application of the second pulse, P0 is a constant,Ω1
is the Rabi frequency of the initial π/2 pulse. t21 is the time interval between the two
pulses and t43 is the time coordinate relative to the end of the second pulse. As can be seen
from (2.34) the echo appears when these two are almost equal, with a small correction
due to the finite pulse width (See Fig. 2.9).
2.5.2 CEP pulses - destructive interference
In the case of CEP pulses the total electric field can be written as a piecewise constant
field of varying amplitude (see Fig. 2.9(a)). When the pulses overlap the electric field is
zero so instead of overlapping π/2 and π pulses we have two pulses with smaller area and
a period of free nutation in between. This gives rise to a modified echo which is the origin
of the phase control of the photon echo dynamics we report here. In each section of the
pulse sequence, we can write the solution in the Rabi form [35] and by multiplying the
matrices together an analytic solution for the polarization can be found. This only works
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Figure 2.9: The envelope of two top hat pulses interfering (a) destructively and (b)
constructively. The destructive interference provides a region of zero field when the pulses
are overlapping which allows an interval of free polarization oscillation and rephasing.
For the constructive case interference in the interval (t1, t2) causes the amplitude of the
electric field to double at those times. In effect this results in three consecutive finite field
regions.
for perfectly constructive or destructive interference but still we can gain some insight by
studying these limits. Following the same calculation as in[29] but with CEP pulses we
derive the result for destructively interfering pulses,
P(t4) = P0[cosA (e−σ
2(t43+t21−C)2/2− e−σ2(t43−t21−C)2/2)
− cos2 A (e−σ2(t43+t21+D)2/2 + e−σ2(t43−t21+D)2/2)
+ 2sin2 A e−σ
2(t43+E)2/2 ] sin(ωt4), (2.35)
with
C = (1+ sin2A)/Ω1,
D = (sinAsec2 A− sec2 A− tanA)/Ω1,
E = (cotA+ cscA)/Ω1,
where A is the area of overlap between the pulses (between 0 and π/2), ω is the applied
laser frequency, t21 = t2− t1, t43 = t4− t3 are the times as shown in Fig. 2.9. As pulse
area A is always less than π/2, C and E are always positive while D is always negative.
Superposition of the first four terms in the formula defines the echo profile and arrival time,
while the last term doesn’t actually contribute to the echo signal after time t3 because
E is always positive which implies that the peak of the gaussian lies before t3 and hence
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doesn’t affect the echo that comes at times later than t3. The shift in the position of
echo depends on the area of overlap(A) between the pulses and the Rabi frequency of the
applied pulses. For A = 0 this result reduces to (2.34) as it must.
(2.35) describes well the observed behaviors for destructive interference. Increasing the
pulse duration for a fixed delay, or decreasing the delay time for a fixed pulse duration
increases the pulse overlap area A. As A increases, C becomes larger and D more negative
and both these trends lead to an increase in the shift of the echo emission time. Both
these trends are seen in the full numerical simulations of Figs. 2.7 and 2.8.
The FWHM of each term in (2.35) is inversely related to the FWHM of the inhomogeneous
broadening distribution i.e the broader the ensemble line-width (larger σ), the narrower
the gaussians in each term of the formula. Therefore, the superposition between these
four terms will change if we change the inhomogeneous broadening distribution. This
implies that the echo position also depends on the ensemble line-width. By controlling
the area of overlap between the pulses as well as the pulse-width we can have control
over the emission time of the echo which might be important in storing light using atomic
ensembles.
2.5.3 CEP pulses - constructive interference
For constructive interference between the CEP pulses (see figure 2.9(b)), we find,
P(t4) =−P0 e−σ
2(t43−1/Ω1)2/2 sin(ωt4).
This result is independent of the overlap between the pulses which is consistent with the
rather weak shifts seen for constructive interference in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8. This formula is
only valid when A 6= 0 and therefore it’s not equivalent to (2.34). Effectively within this
analytic model there is no real echo emitted. This can be understood by noting that there
is no free precession interval (the electric field in the interval t21 is not zero) between the
two pulses. This means the macroscopic polarization does not have time to freely unphase,
therefore we don’t get a distinct photon echo signal from the rephasing of oscillators after
the excitation pulses are gone.
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Figure 2.10: Echo peak position in time vs delay between the pulses for different dephasing
times. Solid (dephasing time - infinite) and dashed (dephasing time T2 =120 ps). The
green dotted line indicates the time τd after the second pulse peak. Other parameters are
as in figure 2.5.
2.6 The influence of dephasing
In Fig. 2.10 we show the effect of introducing a finite polarization dephasing time,
T2=120 ps, on the echo peak position in time. For destructive interference we find that
the finite dephasing time shifts the curve to earlier times while for constructive interfer-
ence we find essentially no effect. For shorter pulses (not shown) there is also a shift for
constructive interference to earlier times too but a full exploration of this phase-space is
beyond the scope of this project.
Photon echo decay with a non-overlapping (π2 ,π) pulse sequence is the conventional
technique to measure the polarization relaxation times (T2). The echo signal strength is
measured for a range of inter-pulse delays and an exponential decay in strength (with the
rate of decay depending on T2) is observed. Such measurements are most easily done
when the dephasing time is considerably longer than the pulse duration allowing for time
discrimination over a decade or more in signal decay. Our results on the strong phase
sensitivity of the echo arrival time inform such measurements in two ways. Firstly at early
times when the pulses overlap to some degree, unless care is taken over the precise inter-
pulse phase at each delay selected there will appear in the data some scatter reflecting the
spread of excitation phases used. Without an appreciation of the source of this scatter
it may be wrongly interpreted as due to some other source of noise. Secondly, often it
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Figure 2.11: Polarization amplitude vs time for constructive interference (dotted) and
destructive interference(solid) delays with T2 = ∞ (blue), T2 = 120 ps (red) and T2 = 25 ps
(black). The inter-pulse delay is 56ps, the (intensity) FWHM pulse duration is 17ps and
other parameters are as in figure 2.5.
is desirable to push the techniques to measure dephasing times which approach the pulse
duration and hence the phase sensitivity reported here would come into play. To explore
if new information could be gained with knowledge of the interference condition we show
in Fig. 2.11 the echo signal for constructive and destructive interference. using a range of
T2 values. The FWHM pulse duration is 17ps which corresponds to around 24 ps FWHM
in the electric field. So with an inter-pulse delay of 56 ps there is still appreciable overlap
between the CEP-pulses.
The echo signal for destructive interference is distinct and remains identifiable (but reduced
in intensity) even for dephasing times similar to the field pulse duration. At constructive
interference and for the longest dephasing times the echo peak positions are close to
the expected location, whereas for shorter dephasing times the echo signal is mixed in a
complex way with the driven polarization of the system. Unravelling what is echo signal
and what is driven polarization is impossible preventing a T2 determination. This suggests
that to measure a fast dephasing time one should measure it using CEP pulses at delays
corresponding to destructive interference. In essence one receives an advantage by using
the destructive interference to shape the overlapping pulses into two shorter bursts of
electric field.
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2.7 Proof of principle experiment
In this section, we’ll describe the proof of principle experiment(schematic in Fig. ??)
that our collaborators at University of Surrey performed. The aim was to measure
photon echo not via the detection of the emitted light but via the polarisation of the
donor electrons in the sample(Si:P) at the time of echo. The pulse sequence used was
π/2− t12−π− t23−π/2− t34−Probe. The echo was produced by the first two pulses.
The second π/2 pulse arrives at the same time as the echo, projecting the polarisation into
a definite state. The probe arriving some time later measures the ground state population.
The echo signal produced by the first two pulses was scanned by the third pulse and then





inversion projection measurementpulse 1 
Figure 2.12: Schematic of photon echo experiment. The first pulse creates the signal, the
second pulse reverses the polarisation vectors thus removing the inhomogeneous broad-
ening effect, the third pulse projects the polarisation to population and the probe then
measures the echo signal.
Fig. 2.13 shows the photocurrent(probe intensity) in arbitrary units for different values of
t12. The x-axis is t23 i.e. the third pulse(π/2) that scans the echo. It is the processed
experimental data. The legend identifiers correspond to the numbering scheme for the
different delays. The last number in the legend is how many free space oscillations of the
field are there between the first two pulses(i.e. constructive or destructive interference
between the first two pulses). The curves have been offset vertically for clarity. The
observations from Fig. 2.13 are summarised below.
1. The main feature of interest is the phase sensitivity of the echo signal at around
27ps. We see that for near a whole number of cycles in the delay there is an echo
feature ( blue and red ) and for a half number of cycles this is washed out which is
consistent with the theory.
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2. The echo position in the red and blue cases is some 6ps earlier than a simple
picture would suggest, which is also consistent with the effect of pulse overlap and
dephasing.
3. For the longer delays of around 40 and 46 ps ( black, yellow and cyan) it is hard to
discern any clear feature which one could identify as an echo. With an optimistic
eye one could posit a feature at 35ps in the black and yellow traces which behaves
as expected ie whole number of cycle (yellow) trace is higher than the half integer
number of cycles. The signal is however down in the noise level.
Figure 2.13: Photocurrent vs delay as a function of delay between the second pulse(π) and
the third(π/2) pulse for different τ12. The probe scans the output of this echo experiment
to measure the population. The arrows on the top of the figure points to the theoretically
expected position of the photon echo.
Fig. 2.14 shows the curves for 8,9,10 from Fig. 2.13 plotted on the same scale. The
fast oscillations in the photocurrent is due to the thin film interference effect. There
are 3 points of interest in these curves at 15ps, 25ps and 40 ps. We’re not sure of the
reason for a bump around 15ps. One can infer that the bumps around 25ps looks like
echo and matches with the theoretical expectation of observing an echo for constructive
interference delays between the first two pulses and a washed out echo for destructive
interference delay. The bump at 40ps in the green curve makes sense as for destructive
interference the echo is always shifted to later times but the same happens for the blue
curve (constructive interference case) which poses the question of whether this effect is
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due to echo or there is some other explanation for these bumps. So given the bumps
around 15ps and the blue curve bump around 40ps makes it difficult to draw conclusions.
Figure 2.14: Selected plots from Fig. 2.13.
Fig. 2.15 shows the corresponding simulated curve. The theoretical observations are -
1. We can see that the echo appears for the constructive interference case while it is
washed out for destructive interference case.
2. Comparing Fig. 2.15 with Fig. 2.14 with, we can say that the position of the echo
do not match quantitatively.
These observations coupled with the unexplained bumps around 15ps and 40ps (blue curve)
in Fig. 2.14 let us infer that assuming the bumps around 27ps are echo, the results are
qualitatively consistent while quantitatively far from the theory. Therefore the results are
not conclusive enough as a proof of principle experiment as it requires the assumption that
the bump iaround 27ps is the echo signal while ignoring the bumps at earlier and later
times.
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Figure 2.15: Theoretical plots for the same case as Fig. 2.14. Here blue and red corre-
sponds to blue and red in Fig. 2.14 and magenta in this figure corresponds to green in
Fig.2.14.
2.8 Conclusions
To conclude, we have shown numerically and analytically that when CEP pulses overlap,
we see a strong phase dependence of the echo position(in time). Shifts of over 10 ps have
been seen. The qualitative nature of this phase (delay) dependence changes depending
on the pulse overlap area, pulse-width of the applied pulses, dephasing time and the
inhomogeneous line-width of the system. In the case of well separated CEP pulses, the echo
peak position (in time) is independent of the phase difference between the applied pulses.
For all ”normal” pulses, the echo peak position (in time) is insensitive to wavelength-
scale changes of the delay between the applied pulses. In all cases, there is an inherent
small shift in the echo peak position in time due to finite pulse-width of the applied
pulses. Our results inform both the interpretation and design of ultrafast polarization
relaxation measurements using photon echo techniques as they guide the interpretation of
the measured signals when the pulses overlap. Making photon echo measurements in the
destructive interference condition should allow the resolution of shorter dephasing times
than in the constructive interference configuration.
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Analysis of an EIT Experiment in
doped Silicon
3.1 Introduction
The coherent interaction of light with three or higher level systems can lead to inter-
esting optical responses via quantum interference. Electromagnetically induced trans-
parency(EIT) (a quantum interference phenomena that transforms an absorbing medium
into a transparent medium for particular frequency), slow light and Autler-Townes Split-
ting(ATS) are some examples of this. There are different configurations of three-level
systems depending on energy levels, the driving fields and optical matrix elements. The
most common level schemes for a 3-level system with two driving fields are - ladder, Λ
and V systems. This is shown in Fig 3.1. Loosely speaking the V scheme is an inverted Λ
scheme.
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Figure 3.1: Different linkages of a 3-level system with two driving fields. a) ladder , b)
V and c) Λ scheme. The ground state is only interacting with one state directly in the
ladder and lambda scheme but to two states in V scheme.
ATS and EIT both result in a doublet structure in the absorption spectrum leading to
a transparent window at resonance but the physics behind both is different. While the
EIT is achieved by Fano interference between different excitation pathways and can be
present even when the pump is arbitrarily weak, ATS happens only at high pump intensities
even in the absence of Fano interference. EIT happens due to destructive interference of
probability amplitudes of both transitions when the pump intensity is weaker than the
probe doppler width while ATS is a gap induced between two absorption peaks when
pump intensity is stronger than probe transition doppler width. Distinguishing between
ATS and EIT in an experiment is challenging and there is literature reporting on measures
which can be used to do that [36, 37]. EIT can be seen in a number of different three-level
systems configurations but is hardest to see in the ’V’ ( Fig. 3.2 ) configuration because
of emptying of the common ground state(|1〉) with the strong pump beam [38].
In this chapter we analyse an initial EIT experiment by our collaborators at University
of Surrey and explain why the experiment failed and then suggest some parameters where
EIT can be observed in the Bismuth doped Silicon sample(Si:Bi). In the initial experiment,
because of the transition frequencies, the sensitivity of detectors at different wavelengths
and other experimental constraints a ”V” system was chosen. The experiment was per-
formed on the 1s−2p± transition as probe(ωs) and 1s−2p0 transition as pump(ωp) in
Si:Bi sample (see Fig. 3.2).
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Figure 3.2: 3 level ’V’ system
Our aim is to explain the absence of splitting in the EIT experiment as well as provide
suggestions for future experiments to our collaborators at University of Surrey. The ex-
periment is performed by keeping the pump beam constant(resonant to the 1s− 2p0
transition) and varying the probe beam wavelength. The probe beam was varied to four
different wavelengths and at each wavelength the fractional transmission(with pump/with-
out pump) was measured. Fig. 3.3 is a theoretical plot showing the four probe wavelengths
for the experiment and the expected effect of EIT on the absorption of probe beam. From
this figure, we can expect the absorption to drop for the wavelength 1 (black arrow),
remain almost constant for wavelength 2 (red arrow) and increase for the wavelength 3







Figure 3.3: This figure shows the expected effect of EIT on the absorption of the probe
beam(black curve). The absorption of the probe in the absence of the pump is shown
by the red line. The four arrows show the chosen probe absorption wavelength for the
experiment.
Fig. 3.4 shows the experimentally observed transmission values (with arbitrary units) for
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the parameters in Fig. 3.3. We see that the transmission has increased for the resonant
probe laser (black dots in Fig. 3.4 and black arrow in Fig. 3.3) with increasing pump
intensity. The transmission remained almost constant for slightly off-resonant laser (red
dots in Fig. 3.4 and red arrow in Fig. 3.3) and the transmission decreased for the further
off-resonant laser (blue dots in Fig. 3.4 and blue arrow in Fig. 3.3). As expected there was
no measurable signal for the laser 4. We can see that the results for the different probe
wavelengths are in line with the expected results from EIT but from this figure alone, we
cannot infer the observation of EIT.





































Figure 3.4: Fractional transmission of probe at different wavelengths (as shown by arrows
in Fig. 3.3) with varying pump intensity.
The problem of inference in the experiment is that the fractional transmission is measured
at 3 different laser frequencies and absorption is plotted by subtracting the transmission
change from unity. A decrease in this fractional absorption is measured on resonance
while an increase was measured at the off resonance position. From this alone it is not
possible to say if there is a splitting or just broadening and reduction at the line centre.
Therefore, we looked at the parameter space in which the experiment was performed and
checked whether it was even possible to see EIT at those parameters. Our investigation
suggested that the parameters for the experiment would not have resulted in EIT and we
also suggested general guidelines to choose parameters for such an experiment.
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3.2 Bloch equations
We begin by deriving Bloch-equations for a three-level system. Consider the laser’s electric
field to be
E(t) = εp(t)Re(e−iωpt+iφp êp)+ εs(t)Re(e−iωst+iφs ês), (3.1)
where ωp,s are the carrier frequencies, φp,s are the phases, εp,s are the pulse envelopes and
êp,s are the complex unit vectors. The general wavefunction of the whole system can be
written as
ψ(t) =C1(t)e−iζ1(t)ψ1 +C2(t)e−iζ2(t)ψ2 +C3(t)e−iζ3(t)ψ3, (3.2)
where the time dependent phases are explicitly introduced to eliminate explicit appearance
of time varying rapid oscillations terms in the Bloch equations by choosing the values of
these phases. Now, the interaction between laser pulses and the system can be described
by
V =−d ·E(t). (3.3)
where, d is the dipole moment between the levels. The overall Hamiltonian matrix for the
system is given by
H =

E1 +V11 V12 V13
V21 E2 +V22 V23
















E1 +V11 V12 V13
V21 E2 +V22 V23
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
(E1 +V11)e−iζ1(t)C1(t) V12e−iζ2(t)C2(t) V13e−iζ3(t)C3(t)
V21e−iζ1(t)C1(t) (E2 +V22)e−iζ2(t)C2(t) V23e−iζ3(t)C3(t)
V31e−iζ1(t)C1(t) V32e−iζ2(t)C2(t) (E3 +V33)e−iζ3(t)C3(t)
,
Equating both sides we get,
































(E1 +V11− h̄ζ̇1) V12ei(ζ1(t)−ζ2(t)) V13ei(ζ1(t)−ζ3(t))
V21ei(ζ2(t)−ζ1(t)) (E2 +V22− h̄ζ̇2) V23ei(ζ2(t)−ζ3(t))
V31ei(ζ3(t)−ζ1(t)) V32ei(ζ3(t)−ζ2(t)) (E3 +V33− h̄ζ̇3)
 . (3.6)
Now we will do the calculation for the interaction term V(defined in Eq. 3.3)
d12 = 〈1|~d.êp|2〉, (3.7)
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In our case V23 = 0 (dipole forbidden transition). In the ”V” scheme we can choose the
arbitrary phases ζ so as to make the calculations convenient.
h̄ζ̇1 = h̄ζ̇2− h̄ωp, (3.11)
h̄ζ̇2 = E2 +V22, (3.12)
h̄ζ̇3 = h̄ζ̇2− h̄ωs. (3.13)
Thus,
ζ2 = ζ1 +ωpt +φ2, (3.14)
ζ3 = ζ2−ωst +φ3 = ζ1 +ωpt−ωst +φ2 +φ3. (3.15)
Also defining Rabi frequencies as
Ωp = −d12εp/h̄, (3.16)



















0 W ∗p 0
Wp ∆p Ws
0 W ∗s ∆p−∆s
 , (3.20)
where,
∆p = (E2 +V22−E1−V11− h̄ωp), (3.21)
∆s = (E2 +V22−E3−V33− h̄ωs), (3.22)
are the detunings.
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3.2.1 Calculation of the density matrix
We now calculate the density matrix of our system. Later we will calculate the Bloch
equations for the density matrix of the system as it is straightforward to add dephasing
time/loss from states(thermal etc.) in the density matrix formulation.
|ψ(t)〉 = C1(t)e−iζ1(t)|ψ1〉+C2(t)e−iζ2(t)|ψ2〉+C3(t)e−iζ3(t)|ψ3〉, (3.23)























































































































s )− iW ∗pC2C∗2 ,
= iW ∗p (|C1|2−|C2|2)+ iC1C∗2∆∗p + iC1C∗3W ∗s . (3.39)




































(C2C∗3) = iWs(|C2|2−|C3|2)− iWpC1C∗3− i∆sC2C∗3 . (3.45)
Now to reflect the physical meaning behind the Bloch equations, we use the following
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nomenclature -
P12 = ei(ζ2−ζ1)C1C∗2 , (3.46)
P13 = ei(ζ3−ζ1)C1C∗3 , (3.47)
P23 = ei(ζ3−ζ2)C2C∗3 , (3.48)
n1 = C1C∗1 , (3.49)
n2 = C2C∗2 , (3.50)
n3 = C3C∗3 . (3.51)
Since,
ζ2 = ζ1 +ωpt +φ2, (3.52)
ζ3 = ζ2−ωst +φ3 = ζ1 +ωpt−ωst +φ2 +φ3, (3.53)
φ2 = 0 = φ3. (3.54)
We have,
P12 = eiωptC1C∗2 , (3.55)
P13 = ei(ωpt−ωst)C1C∗3 , (3.56)
P23 = e−i(ωst)C2C∗3 . (3.57)
Using the same approach (i.e multiplying by a factor and then solving the derivates to get
























P23 = i[e−iωstWs(n2−n3)− (∆s +ωs)P23−WpP13e−iωpt ]. (3.63)
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3.3 Numerical simulations of 3-level ’V’ system
In this section we present the numerical simulations of a three-level system interacting
with laser pulses. The parameters used in these simulations are chosen according to the
exprimental requirements from our collaborators at University of Surrey i.e. the experi-
ment was performed on 1s−2p± transition as probe and 1s−2p0 transition as pump in
a Si:Bi sample.
|1〉 - |2〉 transition frequency - 14.39 THz,
|1〉 - |3〉 transition frequency - 15.62 THz,
|2〉 population decay rate (τ12) - 6.5 ps,
|3〉 population decay rate (τ13) - 26 ps,
unless otherwise mentioned. Gaussian pulses of 1.5ps FWHM (in electric field) or equiva-
lently 1.06ps (in intensity) are used. The population is measured 15ps after the application
of the pulses. There are two ways to observe EIT -
1. Excited state population vs detuning plots for various intensities of pump-probe
pulses.
2. Fourier transform of polarisation (P(t)) to produce the absorption spectrum.
We have investigated the differences and similarities of both approaches to help understand
the experimental failure to observe EIT.
Fig. 3.5 shows the splitting and dip in the absorption spectrum by plotting the population
of level 3(n3) against the probe detuning(∆p) when the pump intensity is varied while
keeping the probe intensity constant. We can see that for the same probe intensity,
higher pump intensity results in splitting of absorption profile. This suggests that for
a constant probe intensity there might be a threshold pump intensity, above which the
absorption(population in excited state) line splits and results in very low absorption near
resonance while high absorption at certain probe detunings.
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Figure 3.5: Population in state 3 vs detuning for probe intensity = π/2 THz, solid line -
pump intensity= π/20 and dotted line - pump intensity= 2π
To observe this we calculate the population of level 3 (n3) with respect to pump intensity
and probe detuning which is shown in Fig. 3.6 for constant probe intensity.
probe pulse area (0.25π)
pump pulse area (in terms of π)






























Figure 3.6: Heatmap of population in state 3 as a function of pump intensity and probe
detuning.
It shows that, near resonance, as we increase the pump intensity the population decreases
in state 3 but far from resonance we see an increase in population in state 3 as we increase
the pump intensity. We can also see the peaks of the splitting appearing around probe
detuning of ±0.3THz. These behaviours can also be seen in Fig. 3.5 for particular pump
and probe intensity. Also, for particular detuning frequency the population decreases but
only for pump intensity less than a certain value (dependent on the Rabi frequencies of
the applied fields), after which the population increases near that particular detuning thus
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implying splitting with minimum absorption at resonance i.e EIT.
Since the population vs detuning plot is not an actual absorption spectrum (it is actually
a convolution of probe pulse with the absorption line and thus depends on the probe pulse
width), we calculated the absorption spectrum of the weak probe pulse (ωs) in presence of
a strong pump pulse (ωp). The three level Bloch equations with Lindblad dephasing terms
are numerically solved in time. The pump and probe pulses have their centre frequencies
tuned to the resonance frequencies of the two transitions in Fig. 3.2. Both pulses are
dipole coupled to both of the transitions (but are off-resonance with one). This means,
for long pulses each pulse only couples to one transition but for short(spectrally broad)
pulses there is coupling to both transitions from both pulses. First the polarisation, Pp(t),
of the system was calculated in the case when there is no probe pulse. Then the total po-
larisation, Pp+s(t) is calculated with a finite weak probe and the difference between these
two polarisations, ∆P(t) = Pp+s(t)−Pp(t), gives the polarisation induced by the probe
pulse. Then the Fourier transform of this induced polarisation change, ∆P, is calculated
and divided by the Fourier transform of the probe field to get the probe susceptibility.
The imaginary part of the probe susceptibility is proportional to the probe absorption [39].
This is equivalent to using the probe pulse as a weak continuum source to measure the
linear absorption. Another approach is to measure the population in the system and plot it
against probe detuning. Both of these approaches result in similar results with CW pump
and weak gaussian probe pulse (the only difference is that the population vs detuning
plots are governed by probe pulse-width i.e the spectral overlap between the probe and
the transition) but they differ in case of short pump and short probe which was the regime
in which the experiment was done.
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Figure 3.7: Probe absorption spectra for various pump intensities. The pulse-widths
quoted are FWHM of the intensity profile. The parameters are - probe pulsewidth = 1.5ps,
pump pulsewidth=50ps, τ12=6.5ps, τ13=26ps, probe intensity = 0.0695THz radians, The
pump intensities are. - cyan( 0.5 THz-rad), blue( 0.2 THz-rad), red( 0.15 THz-rad),
green( 0.1 THz-rad) and magenta( 0.0 THz-rad)
Fig. 3.7 shows the absorption spectra of the ’V’ system for different pump intensities
using a long pump pulse to simulate the usual CW treatments of EIT. We see that the
splitting appears as we increase the pump intensity. At the line centre gain (negative
absorption) can develop, which is the source of the lasing without inversion [40] phe-
nomenon. For these pulses the magnitude of the splitting is still affected by the finite
pulse duration and is not exactly twice the Rabi frequency. Doing simulations for longer
pump pulses (>250ps) recovers this limit correctly.
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Figure 3.8: Probe absorption spectra for various pump pulse widths. The pulse-widths
quoted are FWHM of the intensity profile. The parameters are - probe pulsewidth =
1.5ps, τ12=6.5ps, τ13=26ps, probe intensity = 0.0695THz radians, pump intensity = 0.2
THz-rad. The pump pulse-widths are - blue(50 ps), red( 15 ps), green( 10 ps), cyan(8
ps), yellow(6 ps) and magenta( 3 ps)
In Fig. 3.8 we show the effect of changing the pump pulse-width on the absorption
spectrum keeping other parameters as in Fig. 3.7. We see that the splitting disappears as
we decrease the pump pulse-width. In fact this is the main reason why the the experiment
failed. The short pulses in the experiment doesn’t result in any splitting in the absorption
spectrum as shown in Fig. 3.8. The same experiment with a quasi-CW pulses results in
expected splitting behaviour. The reasons for the strong pulse width dependence lie in
a combination of the broader spectral spread of the pump pulse (hence coupling directly
to both transitions), the changing of the pump intensity during the probe pulse, hence
smearing out any splitting and the pump pulse length in time being comparable to the
dephasing times.
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3.4 Summary and suggestions for experiment















-4 Monochromatic pump gaussian probe





















Figure 3.9: top: Population vs detuning, bottom: Susceptibility vs frequency plots for a
continuous wave pump and weak gaussian probe. We see that the two approaches results
in same splitting around ±0.25. We also notice that the bottom plot is very noisy, this is
due to the resolution being low in this case. This is the regime where EIT can be observed
in experiments.
We took two approaches to understand the experiment. One based on susceptibility
calculation from polarisation and other on population vs detuning plots. Here are our
observation/findings -
1. The issue was that the results from the population vs detuning approach weren’t
matching(the peaks were at different frequencies) the results from the susceptibility
approach in case of the experimental parameters i.e short pump and short probe.
Fig. 3.9 shows that both approaches agree when the pump is a monochromatic
(CW) pulse while the probe is a weak gaussian pulse.
2. Also, as we increase the gaussian pulse-width of the pump (in the time domain) for
a fixed intensity the EIT splitting approaches the exact value of the Rabi frequency.
This suggests that the difference in the two approaches (population calculation and
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susceptibility calculation ) arises because of the pulse-width and hence spectral width
of the pump.
3. To observe EIT in a ”V” systems it is imperative that we use a very long pump
pulse(more than FWHM 50ps) and a weak/short gaussian probe pulse (around
FWHM 1.5 ps). Short pump pulse experiments can give rise to the splitting seen
in the population of the excited state but are not EIT in the conventional sense as
they arise also from the direct pumping of the second level by the pump.
3.5 Motivation for non-hermitian quantum mechanics
The difficulties of experimental realisations of theoretical hypotheses piqued our interest
and we changed our focus towards investigating real systems with gains and losses. In-
stead of phenomenologically adding losses to the Bloch equation the idea of deriving lossy
Bloch equations from non-hermitian hamiltonian drove our interest towards Non-Hermitian
Quantum Mechanics. The rest of the thesis will focus on non-hermitian quantum mechan-
ics with the aim of taking advantage of the losses in the system to uncover interesting
physics and find a regime where losses might be important for experimental realisation of
optical phenomena, if possible. Here we report the results for a three-level systems us-
ing a non-hermitian hamiltonian formalism rather than the general approach of hermitian
system with phenomenologically added losses in Bloch equations. We have chosen a Λ
system interacting with two lasers for this simulation as shown in Fig. 3.10.




Ω ∆1− iγ1 κ
0 κ ∆2− iγ2
 , (3.64)
where γ1,2 describes the losses in the system, Ω,κ describes the laser interaction with the
system and ∆1,2 are the detuning frequencies. The most general state of the system can
be is -
ψ(t) =C0(t)ψ0 +C1(t)ψ1 +C2(t)ψ2, (3.65)
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 1
<latexit sha1_base64="QRy3uz3YDKT/zWc88ZEfdR1RI/E=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMhM7PrzKwQQn7CiwdFvPo73vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSgU31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmiTTlDVoIhLdjtAwwRVrWG4Fa6eaoYwEa0Wj25nfemLa8EQ92HHKQokDxWNO0Tqp3R2glNgLeuWKX/XnIKskyEkFctR75a9uP6GZZMpSgcZ0Aj+14QS15VSwaambGZYiHeGAdRxVKJkJJ/N7p+TMKX0SJ9qVsmSu/p6YoDRmLCPXKdEOzbI3E//zOpmNr8MJV2lmmaKLRXEmiE3I7HnS55pRK8aOINXc3UroEDVS6yIquRCC5ZdXSfOiGvjV4P6yUrvJ4yjCCZzCOQRwBTW4gzo0gIKAZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9Fa8HLZ47hD7zPH7A1j7k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QRy3uz3YDKT/zWc88ZEfdR1RI/E=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMhM7PrzKwQQn7CiwdFvPo73vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSgU31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmiTTlDVoIhLdjtAwwRVrWG4Fa6eaoYwEa0Wj25nfemLa8EQ92HHKQokDxWNO0Tqp3R2glNgLeuWKX/XnIKskyEkFctR75a9uP6GZZMpSgcZ0Aj+14QS15VSwaambGZYiHeGAdRxVKJkJJ/N7p+TMKX0SJ9qVsmSu/p6YoDRmLCPXKdEOzbI3E//zOpmNr8MJV2lmmaKLRXEmiE3I7HnS55pRK8aOINXc3UroEDVS6yIquRCC5ZdXSfOiGvjV4P6yUrvJ4yjCCZzCOQRwBTW4gzo0gIKAZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9Fa8HLZ47hD7zPH7A1j7k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QRy3uz3YDKT/zWc88ZEfdR1RI/E=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMhM7PrzKwQQn7CiwdFvPo73vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSgU31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmiTTlDVoIhLdjtAwwRVrWG4Fa6eaoYwEa0Wj25nfemLa8EQ92HHKQokDxWNO0Tqp3R2glNgLeuWKX/XnIKskyEkFctR75a9uP6GZZMpSgcZ0Aj+14QS15VSwaambGZYiHeGAdRxVKJkJJ/N7p+TMKX0SJ9qVsmSu/p6YoDRmLCPXKdEOzbI3E//zOpmNr8MJV2lmmaKLRXEmiE3I7HnS55pRK8aOINXc3UroEDVS6yIquRCC5ZdXSfOiGvjV4P6yUrvJ4yjCCZzCOQRwBTW4gzo0gIKAZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9Fa8HLZ47hD7zPH7A1j7k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QRy3uz3YDKT/zWc88ZEfdR1RI/E=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJfROZpMhM7PrzKwQQn7CiwdFvPo73vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSgU31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmiTTlDVoIhLdjtAwwRVrWG4Fa6eaoYwEa0Wj25nfemLa8EQ92HHKQokDxWNO0Tqp3R2glNgLeuWKX/XnIKskyEkFctR75a9uP6GZZMpSgcZ0Aj+14QS15VSwaambGZYiHeGAdRxVKJkJJ/N7p+TMKX0SJ9qVsmSu/p6YoDRmLCPXKdEOzbI3E//zOpmNr8MJV2lmmaKLRXEmiE3I7HnS55pRK8aOINXc3UroEDVS6yIquRCC5ZdXSfOiGvjV4P6yUrvJ4yjCCZzCOQRwBTW4gzo0gIKAZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9Fa8HLZ47hD7zPH7A1j7k=</latexit>
 2
<latexit sha1_base64="bnkZuK7bbLNTlFPLjFZNyRQ/zh4=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0g6DHoxWME85BkCb2T2WTIzOwyMyuEkK/w4kERr36ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUsGN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03TZJpyho0EYluR2iY4Io1LLeCtVPNUEaCtaLR7cxvPTFteKIe7DhlocSB4jGnaJ302B2glNirkl6p7Ff8OcgqCXJShhz1Xumr209oJpmyVKAxncBPbThBbTkVbFrsZoalSEc4YB1HFUpmwsn84Ck5d0qfxIl2pSyZq78nJiiNGcvIdUq0Q7PszcT/vE5m4+twwlWaWaboYlGcCWITMvue9Llm1IqxI0g1d7cSOkSN1LqMii6EYPnlVdKsVgK/Etxflms3eRwFOIUzuIAArqAGd1CHBlCQ8Ayv8OZp78V79z4WrWtePnMCf+B9/gAKKo/k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bnkZuK7bbLNTlFPLjFZNyRQ/zh4=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0g6DHoxWME85BkCb2T2WTIzOwyMyuEkK/w4kERr36ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUsGN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03TZJpyho0EYluR2iY4Io1LLeCtVPNUEaCtaLR7cxvPTFteKIe7DhlocSB4jGnaJ302B2glNirkl6p7Ff8OcgqCXJShhz1Xumr209oJpmyVKAxncBPbThBbTkVbFrsZoalSEc4YB1HFUpmwsn84Ck5d0qfxIl2pSyZq78nJiiNGcvIdUq0Q7PszcT/vE5m4+twwlWaWaboYlGcCWITMvue9Llm1IqxI0g1d7cSOkSN1LqMii6EYPnlVdKsVgK/Etxflms3eRwFOIUzuIAArqAGd1CHBlCQ8Ayv8OZp78V79z4WrWtePnMCf+B9/gAKKo/k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bnkZuK7bbLNTlFPLjFZNyRQ/zh4=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0g6DHoxWME85BkCb2T2WTIzOwyMyuEkK/w4kERr36ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUsGN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03TZJpyho0EYluR2iY4Io1LLeCtVPNUEaCtaLR7cxvPTFteKIe7DhlocSB4jGnaJ302B2glNirkl6p7Ff8OcgqCXJShhz1Xumr209oJpmyVKAxncBPbThBbTkVbFrsZoalSEc4YB1HFUpmwsn84Ck5d0qfxIl2pSyZq78nJiiNGcvIdUq0Q7PszcT/vE5m4+twwlWaWaboYlGcCWITMvue9Llm1IqxI0g1d7cSOkSN1LqMii6EYPnlVdKsVgK/Etxflms3eRwFOIUzuIAArqAGd1CHBlCQ8Ayv8OZp78V79z4WrWtePnMCf+B9/gAKKo/k</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bnkZuK7bbLNTlFPLjFZNyRQ/zh4=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0g6DHoxWME85BkCb2T2WTIzOwyMyuEkK/w4kERr36ON//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUsGN9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03TZJpyho0EYluR2iY4Io1LLeCtVPNUEaCtaLR7cxvPTFteKIe7DhlocSB4jGnaJ302B2glNirkl6p7Ff8OcgqCXJShhz1Xumr209oJpmyVKAxncBPbThBbTkVbFrsZoalSEc4YB1HFUpmwsn84Ck5d0qfxIl2pSyZq78nJiiNGcvIdUq0Q7PszcT/vE5m4+twwlWaWaboYlGcCWITMvue9Llm1IqxI0g1d7cSOkSN1LqMii6EYPnlVdKsVgK/Etxflms3eRwFOIUzuIAArqAGd1CHBlCQ8Ayv8OZp78V79z4WrWtePnMCf+B9/gAKKo/k</latexit>
 1
<latexit sha1_base64="vqaNX4BmiVLu3RCn/r89Ji6rVZ0=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LGoB48VbC20oWy203bpZhN3J0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhhyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omjjVHBs8lrFuhcygFAobJEhiK9HIolDiQzi6nvoPT6iNiNU9jRMMIjZQoi84Iyu1OjcoiXX9brniVb0Z3GXi56QCOerd8lenF/M0QkVcMmPavpdQkDFNgkuclDqpwYTxERtg21LFIjRBNrt34p5Ypef2Y21LkTtTf09kLDJmHIW2M2I0NIveVPzPa6fUvwwyoZKUUPH5on4qXYrd6fNuT2jkJMeWMK6FvdXlQ6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gCJpI+g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vqaNX4BmiVLu3RCn/r89Ji6rVZ0=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LGoB48VbC20oWy203bpZhN3J0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhhyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omjjVHBs8lrFuhcygFAobJEhiK9HIolDiQzi6nvoPT6iNiNU9jRMMIjZQoi84Iyu1OjcoiXX9brniVb0Z3GXi56QCOerd8lenF/M0QkVcMmPavpdQkDFNgkuclDqpwYTxERtg21LFIjRBNrt34p5Ypef2Y21LkTtTf09kLDJmHIW2M2I0NIveVPzPa6fUvwwyoZKUUPH5on4qXYrd6fNuT2jkJMeWMK6FvdXlQ6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gCJpI+g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vqaNX4BmiVLu3RCn/r89Ji6rVZ0=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LGoB48VbC20oWy203bpZhN3J0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhhyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omjjVHBs8lrFuhcygFAobJEhiK9HIolDiQzi6nvoPT6iNiNU9jRMMIjZQoi84Iyu1OjcoiXX9brniVb0Z3GXi56QCOerd8lenF/M0QkVcMmPavpdQkDFNgkuclDqpwYTxERtg21LFIjRBNrt34p5Ypef2Y21LkTtTf09kLDJmHIW2M2I0NIveVPzPa6fUvwwyoZKUUPH5on4qXYrd6fNuT2jkJMeWMK6FvdXlQ6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gCJpI+g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vqaNX4BmiVLu3RCn/r89Ji6rVZ0=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LGoB48VbC20oWy203bpZhN3J0IJ/RNePCji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhhyPO+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omjjVHBs8lrFuhcygFAobJEhiK9HIolDiQzi6nvoPT6iNiNU9jRMMIjZQoi84Iyu1OjcoiXX9brniVb0Z3GXi56QCOerd8lenF/M0QkVcMmPavpdQkDFNgkuclDqpwYTxERtg21LFIjRBNrt34p5Ypef2Y21LkTtTf09kLDJmHIW2M2I0NIveVPzPa6fUvwwyoZKUUPH5on4qXYrd6fNuT2jkJMeWMK6FvdXlQ6YZJxtRyYbgL768TJpnVd+r+nfnldpVHkcRjuAYTsGHC6jBLdShARwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gCJpI+g</latexit>
 2
<latexit sha1_base64="XW63SBoISKnhC9D77FDMMWyiv28=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiHjxWsB/QhrLZbtqlm03cnQgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVOr1bLpH2a/1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/m907JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY8GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgjKtkQvOWXV0mrVvXcqnd/Ualf53EU4QRO4Rw8uIQ63EEDmsBAwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w+LKI+h</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XW63SBoISKnhC9D77FDMMWyiv28=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiHjxWsB/QhrLZbtqlm03cnQgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVOr1bLpH2a/1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/m907JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY8GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgjKtkQvOWXV0mrVvXcqnd/Ualf53EU4QRO4Rw8uIQ63EEDmsBAwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w+LKI+h</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XW63SBoISKnhC9D77FDMMWyiv28=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiHjxWsB/QhrLZbtqlm03cnQgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVOr1bLpH2a/1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/m907JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY8GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgjKtkQvOWXV0mrVvXcqnd/Ualf53EU4QRO4Rw8uIQ63EEDmsBAwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w+LKI+h</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="De18DlcjjBhauLqH8j/j0gqbx7k=">AAAB5HicbZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVatbN8EiuCoz3ehS0IXLCvYB7VAy6Z02NJMZkztCKf0Tblwo4m9y578xfSy09UDg45yE3HuiTElLvv/tFba2d3b3ivulg/Lh0XHlpNyyaW4ENkWqUtOJuEUlNTZJksJOZpAnkcJ2NL6d5+1nNFam+pEmGYYJH2oZS8HJWZ3eHSri/Xq/UvVr/kJsE4IVVGGlRr/y1RukIk9Qk1Dc2m7gZxROuSEpFM5KvdxixsWYD7HrUPMEbThdzDtjF84ZsDg17mhiC/f3iylPrJ0kkbuZcBrZ9Wxu/pd1c4qvw6nUWU6oxfKjOFeMUjZfng2kQUFq4oALI92sTIy44YJcRSVXQrC+8ia06rXArwUPPhThDM7hEgK4ghu4hwY0QYCCF3iDd+/Je/U+lnUVvFVvp/BH3ucPWq2ORw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="De18DlcjjBhauLqH8j/j0gqbx7k=">AAAB5HicbZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVatbN8EiuCoz3ehS0IXLCvYB7VAy6Z02NJMZkztCKf0Tblwo4m9y578xfSy09UDg45yE3HuiTElLvv/tFba2d3b3ivulg/Lh0XHlpNyyaW4ENkWqUtOJuEUlNTZJksJOZpAnkcJ2NL6d5+1nNFam+pEmGYYJH2oZS8HJWZ3eHSri/Xq/UvVr/kJsE4IVVGGlRr/y1RukIk9Qk1Dc2m7gZxROuSEpFM5KvdxixsWYD7HrUPMEbThdzDtjF84ZsDg17mhiC/f3iylPrJ0kkbuZcBrZ9Wxu/pd1c4qvw6nUWU6oxfKjOFeMUjZfng2kQUFq4oALI92sTIy44YJcRSVXQrC+8ia06rXArwUPPhThDM7hEgK4ghu4hwY0QYCCF3iDd+/Je/U+lnUVvFVvp/BH3ucPWq2ORw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YkFQaFWN1PKvBYEB9gTj82+TSiU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd1c9BjUg8cI5gHJEmYnvcmQ2YczvUII+QkvHhTx6u9482+cJHvQxIKGoqqb7q4gVdKQ6347a+sbm1vbhZ3i7t7+wWHp6LhpkkwLbIhEJbodcINKxtggSQrbqUYeBQpbwehm5reeUBuZxA80TtGP+CCWoRScrNTu3qIi3qv2SmW34s7BVomXkzLkqPdKX91+IrIIYxKKG9Px3JT8CdckhcJpsZsZTLkY8QF2LI15hMafzO+dsnOr9FmYaFsxsbn6e2LCI2PGUWA7I05Ds+zNxP+8TkbhlT+RcZoRxmKxKMwUo4TNnmd9qVGQGlvChZb2ViaGXHNBNqKiDcFbfnmVNKsVz6149265dp3HUYBTOIML8OASanAHdWiAAAXP8ApvzqPz4rw7H4vWNSefOYE/cD5/AInoj50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XW63SBoISKnhC9D77FDMMWyiv28=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiHjxWsB/QhrLZbtqlm03cnQgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVOr1bLpH2a/1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/m907JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY8GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgjKtkQvOWXV0mrVvXcqnd/Ualf53EU4QRO4Rw8uIQ63EEDmsBAwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w+LKI+h</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XW63SBoISKnhC9D77FDMMWyiv28=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiHjxWsB/QhrLZbtqlm03cnQgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVOr1bLpH2a/1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/m907JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY8GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgjKtkQvOWXV0mrVvXcqnd/Ualf53EU4QRO4Rw8uIQ63EEDmsBAwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w+LKI+h</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XW63SBoISKnhC9D77FDMMWyiv28=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiHjxWsB/QhrLZbtqlm03cnQgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVOr1bLpH2a/1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/m907JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY8GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgjKtkQvOWXV0mrVvXcqnd/Ualf53EU4QRO4Rw8uIQ63EEDmsBAwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w+LKI+h</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XW63SBoISKnhC9D77FDMMWyiv28=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiHjxWsB/QhrLZbtqlm03cnQgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVOr1bLpH2a/1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/m907JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY8GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgjKtkQvOWXV0mrVvXcqnd/Ualf53EU4QRO4Rw8uIQ63EEDmsBAwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w+LKI+h</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XW63SBoISKnhC9D77FDMMWyiv28=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiHjxWsB/QhrLZbtqlm03cnQgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVOr1bLpH2a/1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/m907JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY8GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgjKtkQvOWXV0mrVvXcqnd/Ualf53EU4QRO4Rw8uIQ63EEDmsBAwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w+LKI+h</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XW63SBoISKnhC9D77FDMMWyiv28=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoMeiHjxWsB/QhrLZbtqlm03cnQgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38z89hPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVOr1bLpH2a/1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/m907JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzyM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY8GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgjKtkQvOWXV0mrVvXcqnd/Ualf53EU4QRO4Rw8uIQ63EEDmsBAwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w+LKI+h</latexit>
Figure 3.10: Λ system
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We use (3.66) for numerical simulations.
We have chosen a simple case where both the transitions are resonant i.e. (∆1,2 = 0).
Fig. 3.11 shows that the populations of all three levels in the absence of losses. We
can see that the population in level one is never more than half the total population
with twice the frequency of oscillations(because level one is directly interacting with two
states ) compared to the populations in other states(direct interaction with only one
state) which is in line with the general results usually obtained via hermitian systems with
phenomenologically added losses [41]
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Figure 3.11: Population vs time for a three level Λ system with parameters - Ω=κ = 1
THz, ∆1=∆2=0 THz and γ1 = γ2 = 0 THz.
Fig. 3.12 is the case when there is a finite loss (γ2 6= 0) from level three. As expected
in this case, the population drops to zero after some time i.e the population undergoes
damped oscillations and become completely lost after some time. Fig. 3.12 coupled with
(3.66) suggests that the imaginary part of the eigenvalues corresponds to loss as in this
case only γ2 is nonzero i.e loss is only from level two. Such behaviour is seen in hermitian
systems with phenomenologically added losses to only level two [41]. Comparing these two
cases we can infer that the imaginary parts of the non-interacting hamiltonians(Ω= κ = 0)
in the hamiltonian adds losses in the Bloch equations.
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Figure 3.12: Simulation of three level Λ system with parameters - Ω=κ = 1 THz,
∆1=∆2=0, γ1 = 0 THz and γ2 = 1 THz.
Fig. 3.13 shows coherent population trapping i.e. the population is in a superposition
state of level zero and level two when there’s loss from level one.

















Figure 3.13: Simulation of three level lambda system with parameters - Ω=κ = 1,
∆1=∆2=0 THz, γ1 =1 and γ2 = 0 THz. This corresponds to the case of coherent
population trapping as the loss is from level one.
We have shown that using a three level non-hermitian system yields the same results
as using a hermitian system with phenomenologically added losses in Bloch equations.
The added advantage of the non-hermitian system is the easy calculation of lifetime of
eigenstates i.e. metastable(eigenstates with finite lifetime) eigenstates and exact losses
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from the hamiltonian. In the next chapter we solely focus on non-hermitian quantum
mechanics in two and four level systems and discuss/investigate some important/and
interesting properties of such hamiltonians. We have also derived the Bloch equations for
non-hermtiian systems to show the equivalence with the hermitian systems with added
losses in Bloch equations.
3.6 Conclusions
To conclude, we’ve shown that long pump and relatively short probe pulses are needed to
observe EIT experimentally. We first noticed that the experimental results are inconclusive
and then succeeded in explaining why no splitting could be observed in the experimen-
tal results. We then explored real systems with losses and showed some simulations of




Exceptional Points in few level
Systems
4.1 Introduction
The third postulate of quantum mechanics supposes that every physical observable has
a corresponding quantum mechanical operator. From here, the usual conclusion is that
these QM operators should be hermitian thereby leading to real eigenvalues or observ-
ables. This applies naturally to closed quantum systems but not for open driven quantum
systems which are ubiquitous in real life. Hermiticity of observables is a sufficient condi-
tion but not a necessary one for the observable value to be real. This leads to the study
of non-hermitian systems. A more general condition is PT symmetry[42–44]. PT sym-
metric hamiltonians are non-hermitian but have real spectra. Beyond PT symmetry, the
non-hermitian hamiltonian have complex spectra[45, 46] where the imaginary part of the
eigenvalues define the lifetime of the states. Since open/lossy systems are ubiquitous in
nature, non-hermitian systems have generated great interest recently. Starting from her-
mitian Hamiltonians, equations of motion for the observables (or the density matrix) can
be derived and interactions with the environment can be included by phenomenologically
adding decays to these rate equations. This approach ignores the details of feedback from
the environment which limits the scope of standard quantum mechanics. Non-hermitian
hamiltonians include the environment(continuum of scattering wavefunctions) and the
embedded system interaction allowing the eigenvalues to be complex where the imaginary
part generally relates to dissipation from system to environment. The finite lifetime of
the states is thus calculated directly from the non-hermitian hamiltonian[47, 48] unlike
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in (small)hermitian systems where it is calculated via a tunnelling process which ignores
the environment feedback. Non-hermitian Hamiltonians can describe these metastable
states quite efficiently[45, 46]. This leads to the study of open quantum systems with
non-hermitian Hamiltonians where the feedback/damping from the environment is explic-
itly included in the Hamiltonian[49].
Some counterintuitive results that show the limitations of standard quantum theory ap-
proaches include phase-lapses in mesoscopic systems [50–52] where quantum phase tran-
sitions are experimentally observed in the transmission process in Aharonov-Bohm rings
containing a quantum dot. This phenomenon can only be explained by considering from
the start a non-hermitian Hamiltonian[53] which showed that this is related to the phe-
nomenon of resonance trapping which can be explained by considering the feedback from
the environment. Another counterintuitive example is dynamical phase transition(DPT).
Dynamical phase transitions in many body open quantum systems results in a spectro-
scopic redistribution which leads to the robust existence of short lived states with long
lived ones (width bifurcation)[54] and is similar to Dicke superradiance in optics[55]. Dy-
namical phase transition in many body systems can happen via width bifurcation while
in a two level system via strong coupling to the environment[54]. This spectroscopic re-
distribution is related to the violation of Fermi’s rule. DPT is observed experimentally
and theoretically in spin swapping operation[56]. Fermi’s golden rule is violated above the
DPT[57] and is replaced by an anti-golden rule[54].
We now outline a few key properties of non-hermitian quantum mechanics which we shall
use in this chapter. For a thorough introduction to non-hermitian quantum mechanics, see
Refs [49, 58]. Unlike hermitian systems where the eigenstates are orthogonal to each other,
in non-hermitian systems the states are bi-orthogonal i.e. the eigenvectors of hamiltonian
and its adjoint form a bi-orthogonal basis.
4.1.1 Properties of non-hermitian systems
Consider a symmetric open quantum system -
H = Hh− iΓh, (4.1)
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where, Hh = H
†
h and Γh = Γ
†
h are hermitian. The left and right eigen-equations for this
hamiltonian (H) are -
H|φn〉 = κn|φn〉, (4.3)
〈φn|H† = κ̃n〈φn|. (4.4)
We will now calculate the inner product of left and right eigenvectors of H i.e. 〈φm|φn〉.
H|φn〉 = κn|φn〉, (4.5)
〈φm|H† = κ̃m〈φm|. (4.6)
Multiplying (4.5) with 〈φm| and (4.6) with |φn〉 we get,
〈φm|H|φn〉 = κn〈φm|φn〉, (4.7)
〈φm|H†|φn〉 = κ̃m〈φm|φn〉, (4.8)
=⇒ 〈φm|H−H†|φn〉 = (κn− κ̃m)〈φm|φn〉, (4.9)




Similarly the eigen-equation for H† is -
H†|χn〉 = vm|χn〉, (4.11)
〈χn|H = ṽm〈χn|. (4.12)





These equations show that the eigenstates of the non-hermitian systems are not identically
orthogonal i.e. not all the states are orthogonal to each other. This implies that the general
superposition and projection techniques in standard quantum mechanics cannot be applied
here. Therefore, we need a new formalism for non-hermitian systems. It can be shown
that the eigenstates of Hh are linearly independent of each other and form a complete
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Multiplying (4.12) with with |φm〉 from the right and using the eigen-equations (4.12) and
(4.5) results in two expressions for the same product calculation -
〈χn|H|φm〉= ṽn〈χn|φm = κm〈χn|φm〉, (4.14)
(ṽn−κm)〈χn|φm〉 = 0. (4.15)
This condition implies that either (ṽn− κm) = 0 or 〈χn|φm〉 = 0. It is not possible for
〈χn|φm〉 to be identically zero, because that would mean that for all values of m, φm states
are not orthogonal to each other but orthogonal to χn where n is fixed. This is not possible
as both H and H† have the same basis dimension. This means that at least for one pair
of (n.m) this expression is non-zero. Assuming that the states are non-degenerate results
in only one state in K† being orthogonal to one state in H i.e.
〈χn|φm〉= δmn〈χn|φn〉. (4.16)
This is known as bi-orthogonality where the states of an operator and its adjoint are orthog-
onal. Orthogonality in hermitian systems can be seen as a special case of bi-orthogonality
as in the case H† = H.
Degeneracy in non-hermitian Hamiltonians is different than hermitian degeneracy. Here,
the eigenvectors as well as the eigenvalues coalesce at the degeneracy. These points in
parameter space are called exceptional points after the pioneering work of Kato[59]. The
Hamiltonian at these non-hermitian degeneracies is non-diagonalisable and the matrix is
known as defective in mathematics. At these points, associated eigenvectors appear due
to Jordan chain relations. The associated eigenvectors are explained later. The geometric
phase at exceptional points differs from the Berry phase at diabolic points by a factor of
2. Exceptional points are numerically studied in atoms[60], quantum dots[61], molecular
networks[62] and metamaterials[63, 64] etc.
Previously these exceptional points were thought of as merely mathematical constructs
and known as branch points in the complex plane of a double pole of the S matrix. It
has been shown that in addition to the first order pole due to resonances, a second or-
der pole emerges in the Green’s function due to the coalescence of eigenstates which
leads to patterns resembling Fano-Feshbach resonances[65]. For specific parameter val-
ues systems containing exceptional points exhibit interesting physics including divergent
Petermann factor[66, 67], loss-induced revival of lasing[68], single mode-lasers[69, 70],
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dark-state lasers[71], coherent absorption[72], stopping light in systems prepared at excep-
tional points[73] and unidirectional light propagation[74–76]. In an open quantum system
embedded in the continuum of scattering wave-functions it is possible for the states to
couple via the environment thus causing the external mixing of states. The observable
effects of external mixing and the non-hermitian degeneracies on the resonance structure
has been explored in two and three level systems coupled with the existence of nonlinear
terms in the Schrödinger’s equation term for general non-hermitian dynamics[77]. It has
also been shown that while the exceptional points do not influence the dynamics of open
quantum system in a one channel case it does have observable effects for two or more
channel cases[77]. It is shown that in the vicinity of exceptional points the Schrödinger’s
equation contains nonlinear terms[49]. Moving away from the exceptional points gets rid
of this nonlinearity. In reference [78], the analytical and numerical results of eigenfunc-
tions/eigenvalues of a non-hermitian hamiltonian, phase rigidity, bi-orthogonality and the
influence of exceptional points on physical observables is discussed.
The topological properties of exceptional points have been studied before [79]. It has
been shown that by adiabatically encircling the exceptional point in parameter space the
eigenvalues/eigenvectors can be permuted i.e the eigenvalues do not traverse in a closed
curve in this case. This only happens when encircling the exceptional point. For a sym-
metric hamiltonian H|ψ〉 = ε|ψ〉 and 〈ψ∗|H = ε〈ψ∗|. Therefore the normalization is
〈ψ∗|ψ〉 which is a complex number. To facilitate a smooth transition from closed to open
quantum systems the constraint is 〈ψ∗i |ψ j〉 = δi j. This implies Im(〈ψ∗i |ψ j〉 = 0). This
condition implies that unlike hermitian quantum mechanics, here, the phase between two
states is not rigid as this condition corresponds to a rotation. This also allows two wave
functions to strongly interfere when the states are not orthogonal everywhere. This is
one of the key differences in hermitian and non-hermitian physics. Far from the excep-
tional points the two eigenvectors are almost orthogonal just as for a hermitian system but
at the exceptional point the two eigenvectors are not linearly independent. This is very
important as it implies that as we approach the exceptional point, the phase (or angle)
between the eigenvectors changes i.e the phase is not rigid. This differs from hermitian
Hamiltonians where the eigenvectors are always orthogonal. This non-rigidity of the phase




, 0 < ri < 1, (4.17)
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and ri measures the ratio of the c-product(which is defined to maintain orthogonality and
closure properties of non-degenerate eigenvectors) and the inner product of a wavefunc-
tion. This ratio can be used to pinpoint the location of exceptional points in a system as
it tends to zero as the system approaches the exceptional points. We can see that ri = 1
for hermitian systems (since 〈φ∗i |= 〈φi|). This phase rigidity definition is only applicable
to symmetric systems. Later we have provided a general definition which is applicable to
all cases and reduces the used definition in case of symmetric hamiltonians.
All of the studies described above make use of symmetric (H = HT) non-hermitian Hamil-
tonians. In this chapter we investigate an open 4-level system to propose an experiment to
observe an exceptional point. Then we investigate a damped two-level system interacting
with a circularly polarised light as described by an asymmetric non-hermitian Hamiltonian.
This is a simple enough system to be studied analytically while complicated enough to
exhibit a rich variety of behaviors. This system exhibits a ring of exceptional points in
the parameter space of the real and imaginary dipole couplings where within the ring the
energy eigenvalue of the system doesn’t change. This leads to unstable regions inside the
exceptional ring which is shown using a linear stability analysis. These unstable regions
are unique to gain-loss systems and have the surprising property that no matter how small
the gain/loss ratio, the gain always prevails at long times. We also report on eigenvalue
switching, phase-rigidity and dynamics of the system around the exceptional points. We
highlight that some of these properties are different than those in the widely studied case
of symmetric non-hermitian Hamiltonians. In the next section we’ll describe the properties
of exceptional points in detail.
4.2 Properties of exceptional points
Mathematically speaking, exceptional points are the degeneracies of non-hermitian hamil-
tonians where not only the eigenvalues but also the eigenvectors coalesce. The effective
hamiltonian has a singularity at these points but physically speaking these points are
not distinguishable from neighbouring points by dramatic effects on observable quanti-
ties. Therefore, they are mostly known as true crossing points in relation to avoided level
crossing phenomenon or branch points(level repulsion and width bifurcation) in physical
literature. Coalescing eigenvectors doesn’t imply a reduction in number of eigenvectors,
instead an associated eigenvector appears due to Jordan chain relations at the singular
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point.





where ω1,2 are the energy levels of the closed system and Ω1,2 are the coupling strengths.















. There are some special cases that occur frequently in real systems -
1. If the term in the square root of (4.19) is real and positive then increasing the
magnitude of coupling causes the real part of the eigenvalues to bifurcate i.e. level
repulsion.
2. If the term in the square root of (4.19) is real and negative then the imaginary part
of the eigenvalues bifurcates and the real part does not change. This is known as
width bifurcation and changes the lifetime of the states.
3. If the term in the square root of (4.19) is zero then this is an exceptional point i.e
non-hermitian degeneracy. At this point both the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors
coalesce.
The condition for exceptional point is thus -




This is not possible with a hermitian system which has ω1,2 real and Ω
∗
1 = Ω2. The
later condition implies that Ω1Ω2 is always positive therefore right hand side of (4.22)
is imaginary while the left hand side is real. Thus a hermitian system cannot satisfy the
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exceptional point condition.
From Eqs. 4.19, 4.20 and 4.22 we see that at exceptional points, the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors are identical for both states i.e. even the eigenvectors have coalesced. If
Ω1 = Ω2 i.e. if the hamiltonian is symmetric, then the eigenvectors are independent of
any parameters - ±i
1
 . (4.22)
Since the only requirement that we set for this calculation was that the hamiltonian must be
symmetric, this result is invariant to all orthogonal transformation or any transformation
that preserves the symmetry of the hamiltonian i.e. this result is true irrespective of













. This introduces a
chirality(handedness) in the system that can be observed experimentally[80].
Assuming that the hamiltonian is in the
 i
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. Notice that the norm between these states vanishes. This is often
referred to as self-orthogonality. It is this vanishing of the norm that reduces a high
dimensional system to fewer dimensions in the vicinity of EP.
One of the main differences in hermitian and non-hermitian quantum mechanics is that the
phases between the states does not remain constant in the latter. It changes dramatically





















We can see that for a hermitian system this rate of change of phase between two states is
zero while for a non-hermitian system it is non-zero thus proving that the phase between
the states doesn’t remain constant in a non-hermitian system and it varies with the inner
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product of the non-hermitian part of the hamiltonian. This phase change is quantified
by phase rigidity as defined in (4.17). It has been shown that the Schrödinger’s equation
contains nonlinear terms when the phase rigidity is less than one i.e. near exceptional
points[48]. Exceptional points also exhibit topological properties which results in swapping
of eigenvalues when encircling the exceptional point in parameter space. If the parameters
are varied in such a way so as to traverse a closed loop in the parameter space then the
eigenvalues also form a closed loop in general but this doesn’t happen when an exceptional









The exceptional points of this system are at Ω =±i Now if Ω is adiabatically varied so as
to encircle the exceptional point i.e. Ω = i+ reiθ where, r is the radius of the circle and






































Encircling means that θ changes by 2π. This leads to switching of the eigenvalues as can
be seen from (4.29). We see that for the eigenvalues to return to the original state θ
has to change by 4π. Similarly eigenvectors also permute when encircling the exceptional
points but for eigenvectors the encircling has to be done 4 times to return to the original
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Quasi-statically demonstrating this ’flip’ property in the instantaneous eigenbasis i.e. a
system that starts with one eigenstate ends in the other eigenstate after a loop around
the EP is possible. This means repeating the same experiment with slightly different
parameter value (constant for each experiment but varying between the experiments) till
it completes a loop around the exceptional point and measuring the eigenvalues at each
independent experiment. This when plotted with against the varying parameter values
will demonstrate the ”flip” property. On the other hand, dynamically(performing single
experiment with parameters varying with time) demonstrating this property is not possible.
This is because adiabatically looping around the exceptional point is not possible as non-
adiabatic effects are not negligible in this case. Due to the non-zero non-adiabatic effects
the system is unable to perform adiabatic flip for both the initial eigenstates. Only one of
the eigenstates behaves adiabatically while others do not. This leads to a chiral topological
effect i.e whatever the initial state is, when we encircle an EP we always end up in the
same state depending on whether we’re going clockwise or anti-clockwise irrespective of





The eigenvalues of this hamiltonians are 0 and the eigenvectors are
 i
1
 i.e it is at the
exceptional point. The way to dynamically loop around this exceptional point is to vary the
coupling(off-diagonal terms) and the diagonal terms in a loop. Therefore, the hamiltonian
will become -
H =
−1+ r1 sin(2πtT +π) i+ r1 cos(2πtT +π)
i+ r1 cos(2πtT +π) 1− r1 sin(2πtT +π)
 , (4.32)
where varying t from 0 to T will complete the loop. Using this hamiltonian and the Bloch
equations, the populations for these states is calculated. Since we are interested in the
population of the instantaneous eigenstates, these populations were projected onto that
basis and the logarithm of the population with respect to variation in time was plotted.
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We show this behaviour in a four level system in the next section.
Another interesting property of exceptional points is the effect of a small perturbation on
the states. Since the hamiltonian is non-diagonalisable at the exceptional point we can










The perturbed hamiltonian is then - H = Hnh+εH1, where ε is the perturbation strength.





ε(∆E1)2 +4A0B1 +4εA1B1. (4.35)









We see that the energy splitting of of non-hermitian system at exceptional point ((4.35))
is proportional to the square root of perturbation strength provided B1 6= 0. For hermitian
systems the energy splitting is proportional to ε ((4.37)). Therefore we get larger splitting
for small perturbations at exceptional points. This means for small enough perturbations
the energy splitting is larger than a general hermitian system. This has potential for
enhanced sensitivity based applications as discussed in[84–86]. For an nth level system
the splitting is proportional to the nth-root. A recent paper shows that even though
we get larger splitting at the exceptional point it doesn’t translate directly to enhanced
precision of sensors i.e complex energy splitting at EP is not a good estimate of precision
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of exceptional point sensors [87]
Next we discuss two non-hermitian systems that we explored in detail. We’ll start with a
4-level system to demonstrate some of the properties of exceptional points and investigate
signatures of exceptional points in the absorption spectrum. After this section we present
our findings on two-level asymmetric non-hermitian system i.e lossy two level system
interacting with circularly polarised light.
4.3 4-level non-hermitian system
We have chosen a doubly degenerate 4-level system to explore the properties and signature
of exceptional points that can be verified experimentally. There are several reasons to
choose this system -
1. Most of the literature on EP is focussed on two-level systems due to the ability to
calculate analytical results in simpler cases, therefore, we focussed on a higher level
system to understand the effect of EP on such systems and potentially find higher
level EPs where more than two eigenstates might coalesce. Another motivation was
to observe the behaviour of the neighbouring states of the two states involved in
the exceptional points.
2. Our aim is to study a real system rather than a toy problem so that the theory
could be falsified. This system was chosen after discussing with our collaborators at
University of Surrey and can be experimentally realised in optics using appropriate
parameters.
3. This particular 4-level system has simpler analytical expressions for eigenvalues com-
pared to other 3-level systems we thought of. It is also flexible enough to be turned
into a two level system with appropriate parameters.
In this section. we mention key results in the investigation of exceptional points in a
4-level system. Fig. 4.1 shows the physical system.
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Figure 4.1: Level scheme and couplings in our system




ω1− iγ1 h1 Ω 0
h1 ω1− iγ1 0 Ω
Ω 0 ω2− iγ2 h2
0 Ω h2 ω2− iγ2

where ω1,2 are the energy levels, γ1,2 are the lifetime of the eigenstates in the absence of
any couplings, h2, h1 and Ω are the coherent hopping and dipole couplings as shown in
Fig. 4.1. The dipole coupling Ω corresponds to the continuous wave field and is chosen
to be on-resonance with the uncoupled two-level transitions.
There are seven energy(frequency)/time scales in this problem -
1. ground state and excited state frequencies - ω1, ω2
2. hopping strength between ground states and between excited states - h1, h2
3. ground and excited state lifetime - γ1, γ2
4. Rabi frequency - Ω
Clearly, we could set ω1 = 0 and then scale all the parameters by any one of the others
without losing generality leaving us with five parameters. We choose, for now, to retain
all seven, to keep clear the relationship with the physics. As we shall see below only
certain energy differences turn out to be important. If we derive the Bloch equations from
this Hamiltonian we obtain population and polarisation equations which have identifiable
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decays related to the hopping and damping in a form identical to that we would find if
we introduced them phenomenologically, after deriving the coherent terms in the Bloch
equations.
4.3.1 Theoretical analysis
In this section we explore the nature of the exceptional points in the system. The eigen-
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[ω2−ω1 +h2−h1− i(γ2− γ1)]2 +4Ω2
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.
Assuming that all parameters are real, the condition for four eigenvalues to coalesce in a
3rd order exceptional point(4 state coalescing) is h1 = h2 = 0, ω1 = ω2 and 2Ω = |γ1−γ2|.
This implies a system of two identical but uncoupled two level systems and since ω1 = ω2
i.e. we need 4 degenerate levels. Therefore, this case is of little interest to us.
For ω1 6= ω2, we only see the lowest order exceptional points for this hamiltonian i.e
only 2 eigenstates coalesce. Again assuming that all parameters are real, the necessary
condition for the existence of the exceptional point is when the expression under the square
root is zero, i.e.
ω2−ω1− (h2−h1) = 0, (4.38)
2Ω = |γ1− γ2|, (4.39)
for λ1 and λ2 to coalesce or
ω2−ω1 +(h2−h1) = 0, (4.40)
2Ω = |γ1− γ2|, (4.41)
for λ3 and λ4 to coalesce.
These conditions imply that in order to find an exceptional point ω2−ω1 =±(h2−h1) or
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physically the differential hopping strength matches the energy gap. We’ll now focus our
attention to e1,2 eigenvalues to explore the concept of level repulsion and width bifurcation.
Focussing on λ1,2 we assume that ω2−ω1− (h2−h1) = 0, then we obtain -








• If 2Ω > |γ1− γ2| ,the term in the square root is positive and hence the square
root is real. Then, increasing Ω or decreasing |γ1− γ2| means real part of λ1 and
λ2 bifurcates while the imaginary part remains the same. This is known as level
repulsion. Similar conditions for λ3 and λ4 can be derived.
• If 2Ω < |γ1− γ2|, the term in the square root is negative and hence the square root
is imaginary. Then decreasing Ω or increasing |γ1− γ2| means the imaginary part of
λ1 and λ2 bifurcates while the real part remains the same. This is known as width
bifurcation. This results in the appearance of a long lived states with a short lived
one. Similar conditions for λ3 and λ4 can be derived.
• For a balanced gain-loss system γ1 =−γ2, If 2Ω > |γ1− γ2| then all the eigenvalues
are real for all values of Ω. This means above a certain critical value of Ω, the
system has completely real spectrum. This is an example of non-hermitian system
with real spectrum thus proving that hermiticity is only a sufficient condition for real
observables but not a necessary one.
We now look at how these eigenvalues coalesce as a function of the various parameters.
For clarity we have chosen a set of parameter values so all the features appear clearly on
the same pictures, we will present more realistic parameters in the next section. Figure 4.2
shows how the real and imaginary part of the eigenvalues behave as a function of coupling
Ω(field strength), and we see that the two eigenvalues coalesce at the exceptional point
for Ω=0.05.
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Figure 4.2: Real and imaginary part of the eigenvalues vs coupling strength(Ω). All
the parameters are in THz units. The parameters are : ω1 = 0.8,ω2 = 1,γ1 = 0.1,γ2 =
0.2,h1 = 0.3,h2 = 0.1. The exceptional point is at Ω=0.05.
It is interesting to note the behaviour of the eigenvalues above and below the excep-
tional point. When Ω is small, the real part of the relevant eigenvalues are equal but the
imaginary parts are different. Decreasing Ω, further bifurcates the imaginary part of the
participating eigenvalues. This is known as width bifurcation. The lifetime of the partici-
pating states changes substantially near the exceptional point while the other neighbouring
states do not show much sensitivity to the exceptional point. At the exceptional point the
real as well as imaginary parts are equal. After the exceptional points as we increase the
coupling strength Ω, the real part of the relevant eigenvalues bifurcates(level repulsion)
but the imaginary parts remain the same. This behaviour can be used to identify the
exceptional point in an experiment. In an ideal case, we expect to see a peak in the
spectrum splitting in two peaks as Ω is increased and these two peaks will have same
width after the exceptional point - we will discuss this in more detail below. We also note
that the other pair of eigenvalues remains unaffected by the exceptional point.
Figure 4.3 shows how the eigenvalues change as a function of hopping coupling h1. The
exceptional points will appear when the energy difference ω1−ω2 =±(h1−h2) or when
h1 = ω1−ω2±h2 i.e. at h1 =−0.1,0.3 when ω1 = 0.8,ω2 = 1 and h2 = 0.1. This means
we see two exceptional points when varying h1 compared to one exceptional point when
varying Ω. When h1 = 0.3, e1 and e2 coalesce while e3,e4 coalesces when h1 = −0.1.
Figure 4.3 confirms this calculation. Here also we notice a nonlinear change in the lifetime
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of the participating states in the vicinity of the exceptional point.



























Figure 4.3: eigenvalues vs coupling strength(h1). All the parameters are in THz units.
The parameters are : ω1 = 0.8,ω2 = 1,γ1 = 0.1,γ2 = 0.15,h2 = 0.1,Ω = 0.025. We can
see that 2 eigenvalues coalesce at h1=0.3 and h1=-0.1
4.3.2 Encircling EP and phase rigidity
In this section we investigate what happens when we dynamically encircle an exceptional
point i.e we change the parameters with time in a loop around the exceptional point and
track the populations of the four levels. As mentioned in the Introduction this encircling is
different than quasi statically encircling the exceptional point in which case there is always a
eigenstate flip involved with the encirclement. In this case, we’re dynamically (parameters
changing with time) going to encircle the exceptional point. In this case we always end
in the same state(going clockwise) regardless of the initial conditions as mentioned in
the Introduction. We always end up in the other eigenstate if going anticlockwise. The
hamiltonian for encircling the exceptional point is -
H =

ω1− iγ1 h1 + r1 sin2πt/T Ω+ r2 cos2πt/T 0
h1 + r1 sin2πt/T ω1− iγ1 0 Ω+ r2 cos2πt/T
Ω+ r2 cos2πt/T 0 ω2− iγ2 h2
0 Ω+ r2 cos2πt/T h2 ω2− iγ2
(4.42)
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where r1,2 are the radius of the loop. Fig. 4.4 shows the logarithm of population in all
4 states in the instantaneous eigenbasis with time when looping around the exceptional
point for two different initial conditions. The exceptional point is at Ω = 0.005THz We
see that whatever initial condition we start with the population always ends up in the same
state (level 3 in this case) if we loop around the exceptional point in same way (clockwise).




























Figure 4.4: Logarithm of populations of states in instantaneous eigen-basis vs time for
two different initial conditions. The parameters are r1,2 = 0.001THz, ω1 = 10THz, ω2 =
0THz,h1 = 5THz, Ω= 0.005THz, h2 = 15THz, γ1 = 0.01THz, γ2 = 0.02THz and T=1000
ps. blue - level 1, red - level 2, green - level 3 and black - level4. Top figure : The initial
condition is [0,0,1,0] i.e all the population resides in level 3. We see that at the end of the
loop the maximum population still reside in level 3. Bottom Figure : The initial condition
is [0,0,0,1] i.e all the population resides in level 4. We see that at the end of the loop the
maximum population ends up in level 3.
After a long time though the population always ends up in the state with minimum loss
i.e. state with lowest imaginary part of the eigenvalue. This can be seen in Fig. 4.5 where
if we increase the encircling time around the EP by a factor of 10 we always end up in the
level 2 state in the end.
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Figure 4.5: Logarithm of populations of states in instantaneous eigen-basis vs time for
two different initial conditions. The parameters are r1,2 = 0.001T Hz, ω1 = 10T Hz, ω2 =
0T Hz,h1=5 THz, Ω= 0.005T Hz, h2=15 THz, γ1=0.01 THz, γ2=0.02 THz and T=10000
ps. Blue - level 1, red - level 2, green - level 3 and black - level4. Top figure : The initial
condition is [0,0,1,0] i.e all the population resides in level 3. We see that at the end of the
loop the maximum population still reside in level 2. Bottom Figure : The initial condition
is [0,0,0,1] i.e all the population resides in level 4. We see that at the end of the loop the
maximum population ends up in level 2.
Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5 show that there are three time intervals in play here. The first one is
the initial time frame where population ratio doesn’t swap between the states, the second
one is the where the influence of exceptional point forces the population in one state only
and the third one is where the final population resides in the longest-lived state of the
system.
Fig. 4.6 shows the phase rigidity of all states with respect to the interaction term Ω. Notice
that the exceptional point is at Ω = 0.005THz and the phase rigidity of the involved eigen
states reaches 0 at that point while the phase rigidity for the un-involved eigenstates
remains at 1 at all times This can be used as a way to pinpoint the exceptional point
location. We also notice that the phase rigidity tends to 1 between the two exceptional
points as well as far from exceptional points.
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Figure 4.6: Phase rigidity as a function of Ω for all states. The phase rigidity of the state
1 (top left) and state 2 (top right) remains constant at one as expected because these
states are not involved in the exceptional point. The exceptional point for states 3 (lower
left)and 4 (lower right) exists at Ω = —0.005— THz as can be seen from the figure where
the phase rigidity drops to 0 at these points.
In the next section we’re going to investigate the signatures of exceptional points in the
absorption spectrum and propose an experiment for the same.
4.3.3 Experiment
In this section, we suggest a method by which we can see the signature of the exceptional
points in the spectrum. We continue as above to use parameters which allows the main
features to be put on a single figure for clarity. Fig. 4.7 shows all the possible transition
frequencies (differences in the real parts of the 4 eigenvalues) and how they change with
changes in the coupling strength Ω. For h1=h2=Ω=0 i.e no applied field and no hopping
couplings between degenerate levels, there is only one possible transition ω2 - ω1. For
Ω=0 i.e zero applied field, the eigenvalues are :
λ1,2 = ω1±h1− iγ1, (4.43)
λ3,4 = ω2±h2− iγ2. (4.44)
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Figure 4.7: Transition frequencies (differences in the real part of the eigenvalues) vs
coupling strength(Ω). All the parameters are in THz units. The parameters are : ω1 =
0.8,ω2 = 1,γ1 = 0.1,γ2 = 0.2,h1 = 0.3,h2 = 0.1.
Thus there are 6 possible transitions in general. In Fig. 4.7 we see only 4 distinct transitions
at Ω=0. That’s because for the parameters chosen i.e. ω2−ω1=h1− h2 there are two
degenerate transition pairs.
The bifurcation behaviour around Ω=0.05 (the exceptional point) is clear in the transition
energies. For Ω < 0.05 we have a four level system with two degenerate states so basically
three peaks might be expected in the spectrum. Just after the point k=0.05 we have
six different transition frequencies and we expect six peaks. This drastic change in the
behaviour should be noticeable in the spectrum, assuming that the peaks are individually
resolvable. We now address what might be seen for more realistic parameters.
4.3.4 Example with real parameters
We choose, ω1=0 THz, ω2=10 THz, h1 = 15 THz, h2 = 5 THz, γ1 = 0.01 THz, γ2 =
0.02 THz, which satisfies ω2−ω1− (h2−h1) = 0 , and the condition 2Ω = |γ1− γ2| will
lead to an exceptional point at Ω = 0.005THz.
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Figure 4.8: Real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalues vs coupling strength(Ω). Only
the eigenvalues involved in the exceptional point are shown here.
Qualitatively, Fig. 4.8 shows the same behaviour as Fig. 4.2. Well beyond the exceptional






































Figure 4.9: Transition frequencies corresponding to the above parameters. There are 4
panels corresponding to 4 different transition energy regions just so that the small splittings
can be resolved.
Fig. 4.9 shows the transition frequencies as function of field strength (Ω) . As before the
exceptional point is at Ω = 0.005 THz.
The spectrum calculated for the parameters of Fig.4.9 is shown in Fig. 4.10. This is just a
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proof of principle example to show that we can see the exceptional point in the spectrum.
This is the general technique which might be useful in determining exceptional points
experimentally. This spectrum is calculated by plotting the magnitude of the transition
frequency with the field strength(Ω) and the position of the transition frequency. Each
transition is treated as a lorentzian peaked at the real part of the transition frequency
and the broadening corresponds to the imaginary part of the transition frequency. The






where, ω0 is the real part of the eigenvalue, γ is the imaginary part, µ is the dipole strength
and ω is the energy axis.
In this case(Fig.4.10) we have assumed the dipole strength to be 1 for all transitions thus
overestimating the peak of each lorentzian at a particular parameter set. Accounting for
the real dipole strength will let us get the correct spectrum where one or more transitions
might be suppressed.










































Figure 4.10: Proof of principle spectrum : magnitude and position of transition energy
plotted as a function of coupling field strength. Each subplot shows a part of the spectrum
where we expect a transition when dipole strength for every transition is set to 1. The
parameters are as in Fig.4.9 i.e exceptional point at Ω = 0.005
We now consider what one might expect if one tried to do an absorption measurement in
this system using a weak probe of tuneable wavelength. This would be in addition to the
c.w. amplitude field implied by Ω.
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To calculate the expected absorption spectrum for this system we assume that before any
probe light comes along the system will sit in the lowest state. Then the polarisations are
calculated using Bloch equation simulations. The Fourier transforms of the polarisations
return the correct spectrum for the given parameters. The magnitude of the transition is
approximated as the peak value of the observed lorentzian while the transition frequency
is the position of the peak value of the observed spectrum. Fig. 4.11 shows the correct
spectrum for the parameters of Fig. 4.10.
Taking into account the dipole strength for each transition and looking into transitions
from the ground state only we found out that only one transition is allowed rather than
three transitions. Now the question is how can we use only one transition to find the
exceptional point in the spectrum. Fortunately, in this case the transition that is allowed
is the one that comes from the two states involved in the exceptional point, specifically
the left splitting at the 30THz mark in Fig. 4.10. Now as we increase the field strength
this transition frequency decreases i.e as field strength increases the splitting increases but
since we’re looking at the lower level of the two levels involved we see an inverse relation
between field strength and this particular transition hence proving that it’s the transition
involved with the splitting. We can use this transition to determine the exceptional point
because there’ll be no change in the transition frequency before the exceptional point and
then sudden change will appear just after the exceptional point as shown in the previous
plots. This discrete change in the transition frequency will lead to a cusp kind of behaviour
around the exceptional point rather than a smooth change in frequency. This point will
become clear as we see the difference in Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12. The change in the
frequency is smooth in Fig. 4.12 thus indicating we’re not at the exceptional point in
contrast to the ”sudden cusp kind of change” in Fig. 4.11.
Also peculiar is the spectrum away from the peak of the spectrum. We notice that in
case of exceptional points(Fig. 4.11), the magnitude decreases with Ω till we reach the
exceptional point and increases with Ω afterwards.
While in cases when we are away from the exceptional points we see a continuous in-
crease in the magnitude. This behaviour can be explained by looking at the behaviour of
eigenvalues before and after the exceptional point i.e the imaginary part changes before
the EP and real part remains constant while the real part changes after the EP but the
imaginary part remains constant. This implies that before the EP it’s the imaginary part
that determines the spectrum while the real part determines the spectrum after the EP. In
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our case it turns out the imaginary part(<0) of the eigenvalues involved increases before
the EP and therefore we see the decrease in magnitude of the spectrum before the EP as
the magnitude is proportional to imaginary part. After the EP, the real part decreases and
therefore we see an increase in the magnitude of the spectrum as it’s inversely proportional
to the square of the real part of the eigenvalues.
Figure 4.11: Spectrum as a function of field strength. Each subplot shows a part of the
spectrum where we expect a transition when dipole strength for every transition is set to
1.The parameters are as in Fig.4.9 i.e exceptional point at Ω = 0.005
Figure 4.12: Spectrum as a function of field strength. Each subplot shows a part of the
spectrum where we expect a transition when dipole strength for every transition is set to
1.The parameters are as in Fig.4.9 except h1 = 5.01 therefore we’re not at the exceptional
point.
The magnitude involved here is very small compared to the peak of the spectrum but
this serves as a strong signature of exceptional point. Comparing Fig.4.13 and Fig.4.11
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tells that there’s very negligible visible difference between the transition peaks at 30THz,
but the behaviour away from the peak can be used to show that Fig.4.11 is the one that
corresponds to the exceptional point (due to the magnitude being oscillatory in this case
and continuously increasing in the other case.) Fig.4.14 shows the spectrum near the
wings of the transition peak so as to ensure stronger measurable signal and also explains
why this behaviour serves as a strong signal of the existence of the exceptional point. So
this behaviour serves as an even stronger signature of exceptional point in our case.
Figure 4.13: Spectrum as a function of field strength. Each subplot shows a part of the
spectrum where we expect a transition when dipole strength for every transition is set
to 1. The parameters are as in Fig.4.9 except h1 = 5.00001 therefore we’re not at the
exceptional point.
Figure 4.14: Spectrum as a function of field strength. The parameters are as in Fig.4.9
except a). h1 = 5.00001 therefore not at the exceptional point b). h1 = 5 therefore at the
exceptional point.
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Two different conditions when satisfied simultaneously leads to an exceptional point at
ω2−ω1 = |h1− h2|. This implies that the transition frequency must be equal to the
difference in the internal couplings. One way to ensure this is to add external coupling∆h1
which we can control. Once we’ve achieved this condition then the other condition is
quite simple to work with by changing the intensity to satisfy, 2Ω=|γ1− γ2|. This implies
we just need the field strength to be equal to the difference in the two decay processes -
when the decay rate is quite small we can get the exceptional point at low intensities also
as is shown in Fig. 4.8
4.3.5 Optical gain-loss
We can also do the same calculations for the case when γ2 = −γ1 i.e optical gain loss
system. This will lead to higher order exceptional points and completely real eigenvalues
depending on the parameter range. A 2nd order exceptional point can be identified at
ω1=ω2, h1 = h2 and 2Ω = |γ1− γ2|.
Physically, this will correspond to a linear chain of 4 particles with nearest neighbour
coupling h1 and next nearest neighbour coupling Ω as shown in Fig. 4.15.
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<latexit sha1_base64="9Kn7vLSLGmvSKsZTcLGB4543nTQ=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxgfWfXoZTAInsKuCnoMevEYwTwgWcLspDcZMju7zPQKccmXePGgiFc/xZt/4+Rx0MSChqKqm+6uMJXCoOd9O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b7/sHhw2TZJpDg2eyES3Q2ZACgUNFCihnWpgcSihFY5up37rEbQRiXrAcQpBzAZKRIIztFLPLXeti/SCdjVTAwk9t+JVvRnoKvEXpEIWqPfcr24/4VkMCrlkxnR8L8UgZxoFlzApdTMDKeMjNoCOpYrFYIJ8dviEnlqlT6NE21JIZ+rviZzFxozj0HbGDIdm2ZuK/3mdDKPrIBcqzRAUny+KMkkxodMUaF9o4CjHljCuhb2V8iHTjKPNqmRD8JdfXiXN86rvVf37y0rtZhFHkRyTE3JGfHJFauSO1EmDcJKRZ/JK3pwn58V5dz7mrQVnMXNE/sD5/AEAJ5Km</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Kn7vLSLGmvSKsZTcLGB4543nTQ=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxgfWfXoZTAInsKuCnoMevEYwTwgWcLspDcZMju7zPQKccmXePGgiFc/xZt/4+Rx0MSChqKqm+6uMJXCoOd9O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b7/sHhw2TZJpDg2eyES3Q2ZACgUNFCihnWpgcSihFY5up37rEbQRiXrAcQpBzAZKRIIztFLPLXeti/SCdjVTAwk9t+JVvRnoKvEXpEIWqPfcr24/4VkMCrlkxnR8L8UgZxoFlzApdTMDKeMjNoCOpYrFYIJ8dviEnlqlT6NE21JIZ+rviZzFxozj0HbGDIdm2ZuK/3mdDKPrIBcqzRAUny+KMkkxodMUaF9o4CjHljCuhb2V8iHTjKPNqmRD8JdfXiXN86rvVf37y0rtZhFHkRyTE3JGfHJFauSO1EmDcJKRZ/JK3pwn58V5dz7mrQVnMXNE/sD5/AEAJ5Km</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Kn7vLSLGmvSKsZTcLGB4543nTQ=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxgfWfXoZTAInsKuCnoMevEYwTwgWcLspDcZMju7zPQKccmXePGgiFc/xZt/4+Rx0MSChqKqm+6uMJXCoOd9O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b7/sHhw2TZJpDg2eyES3Q2ZACgUNFCihnWpgcSihFY5up37rEbQRiXrAcQpBzAZKRIIztFLPLXeti/SCdjVTAwk9t+JVvRnoKvEXpEIWqPfcr24/4VkMCrlkxnR8L8UgZxoFlzApdTMDKeMjNoCOpYrFYIJ8dviEnlqlT6NE21JIZ+rviZzFxozj0HbGDIdm2ZuK/3mdDKPrIBcqzRAUny+KMkkxodMUaF9o4CjHljCuhb2V8iHTjKPNqmRD8JdfXiXN86rvVf37y0rtZhFHkRyTE3JGfHJFauSO1EmDcJKRZ/JK3pwn58V5dz7mrQVnMXNE/sD5/AEAJ5Km</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Kn7vLSLGmvSKsZTcLGB4543nTQ=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxgfWfXoZTAInsKuCnoMevEYwTwgWcLspDcZMju7zPQKccmXePGgiFc/xZt/4+Rx0MSChqKqm+6uMJXCoOd9O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b7/sHhw2TZJpDg2eyES3Q2ZACgUNFCihnWpgcSihFY5up37rEbQRiXrAcQpBzAZKRIIztFLPLXeti/SCdjVTAwk9t+JVvRnoKvEXpEIWqPfcr24/4VkMCrlkxnR8L8UgZxoFlzApdTMDKeMjNoCOpYrFYIJ8dviEnlqlT6NE21JIZ+rviZzFxozj0HbGDIdm2ZuK/3mdDKPrIBcqzRAUny+KMkkxodMUaF9o4CjHljCuhb2V8iHTjKPNqmRD8JdfXiXN86rvVf37y0rtZhFHkRyTE3JGfHJFauSO1EmDcJKRZ/JK3pwn58V5dz7mrQVnMXNE/sD5/AEAJ5Km</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="59okOUAxFirZKVQ8IUyZEPmOT9Y=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/WvXoZbEInkoiBT0WvXisYD+gCWWznbZLN5uwOxFq6C/x4kERr/4Ub/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Ny5ei4beJUc2jxWMa6GzIDUihooUAJ3UQDi0IJnXByO/c7j6CNiNUDThMIIjZSYig4Qyv1K2Xfukjr1NdMjST0K1W35i5A14mXkyrJ0exXvvxBzNMIFHLJjOl5boJBxjQKLmFW8lMDCeMTNoKepYpFYIJscfiMnltlQIextqWQLtTfExmLjJlGoe2MGI7NqjcX//N6KQ6vg0yoJEVQfLlomEqKMZ2nQAdCA0c5tYRxLeytlI+ZZhxtViUbgrf68jppX9Y8t+bd16uNmzyOIjklZ+SCeOSKNMgdaZIW4SQlz+SVvDlPzovz7nwsWwtOPnNC/sD5/AEBs5Kn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="59okOUAxFirZKVQ8IUyZEPmOT9Y=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/WvXoZbEInkoiBT0WvXisYD+gCWWznbZLN5uwOxFq6C/x4kERr/4Ub/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Ny5ei4beJUc2jxWMa6GzIDUihooUAJ3UQDi0IJnXByO/c7j6CNiNUDThMIIjZSYig4Qyv1K2Xfukjr1NdMjST0K1W35i5A14mXkyrJ0exXvvxBzNMIFHLJjOl5boJBxjQKLmFW8lMDCeMTNoKepYpFYIJscfiMnltlQIextqWQLtTfExmLjJlGoe2MGI7NqjcX//N6KQ6vg0yoJEVQfLlomEqKMZ2nQAdCA0c5tYRxLeytlI+ZZhxtViUbgrf68jppX9Y8t+bd16uNmzyOIjklZ+SCeOSKNMgdaZIW4SQlz+SVvDlPzovz7nwsWwtOPnNC/sD5/AEBs5Kn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="59okOUAxFirZKVQ8IUyZEPmOT9Y=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/WvXoZbEInkoiBT0WvXisYD+gCWWznbZLN5uwOxFq6C/x4kERr/4Ub/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Ny5ei4beJUc2jxWMa6GzIDUihooUAJ3UQDi0IJnXByO/c7j6CNiNUDThMIIjZSYig4Qyv1K2Xfukjr1NdMjST0K1W35i5A14mXkyrJ0exXvvxBzNMIFHLJjOl5boJBxjQKLmFW8lMDCeMTNoKepYpFYIJscfiMnltlQIextqWQLtTfExmLjJlGoe2MGI7NqjcX//N6KQ6vg0yoJEVQfLlomEqKMZ2nQAdCA0c5tYRxLeytlI+ZZhxtViUbgrf68jppX9Y8t+bd16uNmzyOIjklZ+SCeOSKNMgdaZIW4SQlz+SVvDlPzovz7nwsWwtOPnNC/sD5/AEBs5Kn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="59okOUAxFirZKVQ8IUyZEPmOT9Y=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/WvXoZbEInkoiBT0WvXisYD+gCWWznbZLN5uwOxFq6C/x4kERr/4Ub/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkQKg6777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Ny5ei4beJUc2jxWMa6GzIDUihooUAJ3UQDi0IJnXByO/c7j6CNiNUDThMIIjZSYig4Qyv1K2Xfukjr1NdMjST0K1W35i5A14mXkyrJ0exXvvxBzNMIFHLJjOl5boJBxjQKLmFW8lMDCeMTNoKepYpFYIJscfiMnltlQIextqWQLtTfExmLjJlGoe2MGI7NqjcX//N6KQ6vg0yoJEVQfLlomEqKMZ2nQAdCA0c5tYRxLeytlI+ZZhxtViUbgrf68jppX9Y8t+bd16uNmzyOIjklZ+SCeOSKNMgdaZIW4SQlz+SVvDlPzovz7nwsWwtOPnNC/sD5/AEBs5Kn</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="45Ml8x6aCfejCo7Bn14nCOm4+2A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpYdT3+27Vq3lzkFXiF6QKBRp996s3SFgWc4VMUmO6vpdikFONgkk+rfQyw1PKxnTIu5YqGnMT5PNTp+TMKgMSJdqWQjJXf0/kNDZmEoe2M6Y4MsveTPzP62YYXQe5UGmGXLHFoiiTBBMy+5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOlUbAj+8surpHVR872af39Zrd8UcZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AKb450Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB/NBjZA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="45Ml8x6aCfejCo7Bn14nCOm4+2A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpYdT3+27Vq3lzkFXiF6QKBRp996s3SFgWc4VMUmO6vpdikFONgkk+rfQyw1PKxnTIu5YqGnMT5PNTp+TMKgMSJdqWQjJXf0/kNDZmEoe2M6Y4MsveTPzP62YYXQe5UGmGXLHFoiiTBBMy+5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOlUbAj+8surpHVR872af39Zrd8UcZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AKb450Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB/NBjZA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="45Ml8x6aCfejCo7Bn14nCOm4+2A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpYdT3+27Vq3lzkFXiF6QKBRp996s3SFgWc4VMUmO6vpdikFONgkk+rfQyw1PKxnTIu5YqGnMT5PNTp+TMKgMSJdqWQjJXf0/kNDZmEoe2M6Y4MsveTPzP62YYXQe5UGmGXLHFoiiTBBMy+5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOlUbAj+8surpHVR872af39Zrd8UcZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AKb450Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB/NBjZA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="45Ml8x6aCfejCo7Bn14nCOm4+2A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpYdT3+27Vq3lzkFXiF6QKBRp996s3SFgWc4VMUmO6vpdikFONgkk+rfQyw1PKxnTIu5YqGnMT5PNTp+TMKgMSJdqWQjJXf0/kNDZmEoe2M6Y4MsveTPzP62YYXQe5UGmGXLHFoiiTBBMy+5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOlUbAj+8surpHVR872af39Zrd8UcZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AKb450Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB/NBjZA=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="45Ml8x6aCfejCo7Bn14nCOm4+2A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpYdT3+27Vq3lzkFXiF6QKBRp996s3SFgWc4VMUmO6vpdikFONgkk+rfQyw1PKxnTIu5YqGnMT5PNTp+TMKgMSJdqWQjJXf0/kNDZmEoe2M6Y4MsveTPzP62YYXQe5UGmGXLHFoiiTBBMy+5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOlUbAj+8surpHVR872af39Zrd8UcZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AKb450Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB/NBjZA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="45Ml8x6aCfejCo7Bn14nCOm4+2A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpYdT3+27Vq3lzkFXiF6QKBRp996s3SFgWc4VMUmO6vpdikFONgkk+rfQyw1PKxnTIu5YqGnMT5PNTp+TMKgMSJdqWQjJXf0/kNDZmEoe2M6Y4MsveTPzP62YYXQe5UGmGXLHFoiiTBBMy+5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOlUbAj+8surpHVR872af39Zrd8UcZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AKb450Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB/NBjZA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="45Ml8x6aCfejCo7Bn14nCOm4+2A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpYdT3+27Vq3lzkFXiF6QKBRp996s3SFgWc4VMUmO6vpdikFONgkk+rfQyw1PKxnTIu5YqGnMT5PNTp+TMKgMSJdqWQjJXf0/kNDZmEoe2M6Y4MsveTPzP62YYXQe5UGmGXLHFoiiTBBMy+5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOlUbAj+8surpHVR872af39Zrd8UcZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AKb450Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB/NBjZA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="45Ml8x6aCfejCo7Bn14nCOm4+2A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpYdT3+27Vq3lzkFXiF6QKBRp996s3SFgWc4VMUmO6vpdikFONgkk+rfQyw1PKxnTIu5YqGnMT5PNTp+TMKgMSJdqWQjJXf0/kNDZmEoe2M6Y4MsveTPzP62YYXQe5UGmGXLHFoiiTBBMy+5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOlUbAj+8surpHVR872af39Zrd8UcZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AKb450Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB/NBjZA=</latexit>
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Figure 4.15: 4 level system with above-mentioned parameters.
We noticed that most of the systems studied in context of non-hermitian physics are
symmetric so next we focussed on an asymmetric two-level optical system to investigate
the differences between the two and explored exceptional rings (explained in next section)
in a real optical system.
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4.4 Exceptional points in a two level atom interacting
with circularly polarised light
We investigated a damped two-level system interacting with a circularly polarised light as
described by an asymmetric non-hermitian Hamiltonian. This is a simple enough system
to be studied analytically while complicated enough to exhibit a rich variety of behaviors.
This system exhibits a ring of exceptional points in the parameter space of the real and
imaginary dipole couplings where within the ring the energy eigenvalue of the system
doesn’t change. This leads to unstable regions inside the exceptional ring which is shown
using a linear stability analysis. These unstable regions are unique to gain-loss systems and
have the surprising property that no matter how small the gain/loss ratio, the gain always
prevails at long times. We also report on eigenvalue switching, phase-rigidity and dynamics
of the system around the exceptional points. We highlight that some of these properties are
different than those in the widely studied case of symmetric non-hermitian Hamiltonians.
The coherent time evolution of a two level system under external perturbations can be
described by the optical Bloch equations. There are many systems where the selection
rules for excitation is ∆Jz =±1 and these transitions are driven by elliptically(or circularly)
polarised light. We study a two level system interacting with a circularly polarised light
which can be described in the rotating frame by the Hamiltonian[88],
Hh = h̄
 0 Ωr− iΩi
Ωr + iΩi ∆
 , (4.46)
where ∆ is the detuning frequency between the transition and laser energies and Ωr,Ωi
are the real and imaginary parts of the dipole (Rabi) coupling. This Hamiltonian is self-
adjoint, thus hermitian and therefore has real spectrum. Adding diagonal decay (or gain)
to this Hamiltonian leads to a asymmetric non-hermitian Hamiltonian,
Hnh = h̄
 −iγ1 Ωr− iΩi
Ωr + iΩi ∆− iγ2
 , (4.47)
where γ1,γ2 are the (positive or negative) interactions with the external bath as indicated
in Fig. 4.16. The Bloch equations for this system can be derived as usual from the
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Figure 4.16: Schematic of a two level system interacting with left circularly polarised light
(Ωr− iΩi). Decays out of the system are captured by γ1,2.
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where n1(2) are the populations in the ground and excited states and Pr(i) are the real and
imaginary parts of the polarisation. The remaining terms are as defined in the Hamiltonian
above. As expected population decays appear in the diagonal elements of the equations of
motion, in the same way as if they had been introduced phenomenologically. In contrast
to the optical Bloch equations with linearly polarised light, we see that, both the real and
imaginary parts of the polarisation directly drive the populations.
We now explore the exceptional points and excitation dynamics of Hnh and make compar-
isons with related symmetric cases.
4.5 Exceptional ring and phase rigidity
The eigenvalues of Hnh are complex and given by
ε
± =
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Exceptional points arise for parameters for which the term under the square root goes to
zero i.e






These conditions correspond to on-resonance excitation and a matching of the optical Rabi
coupling (Ω) and the differential gain/loss rate from the two levels. For these parameter
values, the two eigenvectors collapse into each other and the matrix is non-diagonalisable
having only one eigenvector. For a fixed γ1 and γ2 (4.50) describes a circle in the (Ωr,Ωi)

























Figure 4.17: Real (left panel) and imaginary (right panel) part of one of the eigenvalues
of Hnh plotted in (Ωr,Ωi) parameter space with ∆=0 THz and γ1 = 0.3 THz and γ2 =
−0.3 THz . We can clearly see the exceptional ring at |Ω |= (γ2− γ1)/2.
Fig. 4.17 shows that inside the ring the real part of the eigenvalues is zero but the
imaginary part varies, while outside the ring the imaginary part is constant and the real
part varies, consistent with Eqs. (4.49) and (4.50).
One of the interesting property of exceptional points is that quasi-statically encircling the
exceptional point once, in a three dimensional parameter space (∆,Ωr,Ωi) with either Ωr
or Ωi fixed, leads to the swapping of eigenvalues. This is due to the fact that instantaneous
eigen-basis of non-hermitian systems is not single valued when there is an exceptional point
inside the loop[83].
At every fixed value of (Ωr,Ωi), Hnh has two exceptional points depending on whether
γ2− γ1 is positive or negative. The eigenvectors at these two exceptional points are given
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It has been shown that any real symmetric two-level system will have chiral eigenvalues







We notice that while Vnh depends on the ellipticity of the light Vh is independent of
that. This parameter independence of the eigenvector is a property of any symmetric
non-hermitian two level system. Vnh becomes equivalent to Vh when Ωi = 0 THz as the
hamiltonian becomes symmetric in this case.
As mentioned briefly above the relation between phases of the eigenvectors is not rigid in
non-hermitian systems. Far from an exceptional point, the states are almost orthogonal but
as the states approach the exceptional point they become increasingly linearly dependent
and hence their relative phase changes. This property is quantitatively defined by phase-
rigidity, (4.17). It measures the ratio of the c-product and inner product of a wavefunction.
This ratio can be used to pinpoint the location of exceptional points in a system as it
tends to zero as the system approaches the exceptional points. We can see that ri = 1
for hermitian systems. For asymmetric, non-hermitian hamiltonians the left and right
eigenvectors are not simply related and so the question of the definition of phase rigidity
in such systems arises. The most general way of normalising a basis can be described by
〈ψi|φ j〉= δi j, (4.53)
where 〈ψi| is the left eigenvector and |φ j〉 is the right eigenvector. In the case of hermitian
systems, 〈ψi|= 〈φi|, therefore we conventionally define normalisation as 〈φi|φ j〉= δi j. In
case of symmetric non-hermitian systems, 〈ψi| = 〈φ∗i |, therefore we define normalisation
as 〈φ∗i |φ j〉 = δi j,. In case of asymmetric non-hermitian systems, we don’t have either of
those conditions mentioned above.
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We now compare the two phase rigidity measures (4.17) and (4.54) or Hnh and a com-
parator symmetrized version namely
H ′nh = h̄
 −iγ1 |Ωr− iΩi|
|Ωr + iΩi| ∆− iγ2
 . (4.55)
This Hamiltonian has exactly the same energy spectrum as Hnh i.e the eigenvalues and
EPs are identical in parameter space. As H ′nh is symmetric its eigenvectors correspond to
Vh in (4.52).




















Figure 4.18: The phase-rigidity for H ′nh (upper panel) and for Hnh (lower panel). Pa-
rameters are Ωi = 1 THz, γ2 = 4.4721 THz,γ1 = 0 THz. The exceptional points are at
Ωr = ±2 THz. The phase-rigidity in red and blue is calculated using each eigenvector
using (4.17))). The phase rigidity in black is calculated using bi-orthogonal product defi-
nition of phase rigidity ((4.54))). The figure is explained in the text below.
As can be seen in the upper panel of Fig. 4.18, both definitions (as expected) produce
identical results for symmetric Hamiltonians with all curves precisely overlapping. In the
lower panel, we can see that the bi-orthogonal product definition of phase rigidity ((4.54))
leads to the correct calculation of phase rigidity and thereby correctly identifies EP lo-
cation at Ωr = ±2 THz. In contrast the original definition ((4.17)) leads to an incorrect
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identification of EP as well as asymmetry when calculated using each eigenvector. In
symmetric case, the phase-rigidity as defined in (4.17) reaches zero when Ωr = γ2/2 i.e
it in effect ignores the contribution of Ωi thus failing to correctly identify the exceptional
points in the system. The asymmetric nature of phase rigidity(blue and red) in the lower
panel of Fig. 4.18 is due to the asymmetry of the hamiltonian which leads to different rela-
tionships amongst the eigenvectors for parameters in between and outside the exceptional
points(±2 THz). Between the exceptional points the eigenvectors are complex conjugate
of each other thus leading to identical measure of phase rigidity. Outside the exceptional
point region, the eigenvectors are different and not conjugate pairs which leads to differ-
ent behaviour on either side of the exceptional points. This problem does not arise for
symmetric hamiltonians as can be seen from upper panel in Fig. 4.18. We conclude that
the bi-orthogonality-based definition of phase rigidity ((4.17) works well in all cases and
is an appropriate metric for the identification of EPs.
4.6 Dynamics
In this section, we present the effects of the exceptional ring on the dynamics and stability
of the system.
4.6.1 Comparison between symmetric and asymmetric system
We first compare the dynamics produced by Hnh and H ′nh, two systems with identical
spectra and EPs potentially different dynamics induced by the asymmetric nature of the
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which should be compared to (4.48). We solve the Bloch equations numerically in both
cases. The dynamics are shown in Fig. 4.19 and clearly the dynamics of both Hamiltonians
is different even though they have the same eigenvalues. The origin of this difference is
that the basis states for the two matrices are different even though their eigenspectra are
identical. Interestingly, when the initial condition is [1 0] or [0 1] i.e if we start with full
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population in one of the states the dynamics is same in both cases. The origin of this can
be found by comparing the relevant Bloch equations of motion (Eqs. (4.48) and (4.56))
since for such initial conditions the driving terms are (and remain) identical.

















Figure 4.19: Populations and polarisation dynamics obtained from the solution of the Bloch
equations for the initial conditions [n1 = 0.7,n2 = 0.3,PR = 0.4583,PI = 0]. The param-
eters are ∆=0 THz, γ1 = 0.025 THz, γ2 = 0.1 THz, Ωr = 0.08 THz and Ωi=0.25 THz.
Blue and red curves are for H ′nh while green and black for Hnh. Population in ground state
(blue, black) and excited state (red, green). Polarisation - real (blue, black) and imaginary
(red, green).
4.6.2 Instability ring
In this section we show the existence of an instability ring inside an exceptional ring in
an optical gain-loss system. In this ring, however small the gain/loss ratio is, the system
always runs away driven by the small gain. This has potential application in systems
with high decay rates. We perform linear stability analysis of the Schrödinger equation to
find the instability ring in our system. For the non-hermitian Hamiltonian, Hnh ((4.47)),
expressing the dynamics in the eigenbasis we obtain for the amplitudes C1 and C2,Ċ1
Ċ2
=−i
 −iγ1 Ωr− iΩi
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(γ2− γ1)2−4(Ω2r +Ω2i )
2
. (4.58)
For the system to be stable, all the eigenvalues of the Jacobian should be negative. Where






the solution will be unstable to small perturbations. For this inequality to be valid, γ1 and
γ2 must have opposite signs i.e it should be a gain-loss system. So the instability ring
exists only in a gain-loss system. This instability ring exists similarly in the symmetric
Hamiltonian H ′nh with |Ω| couplings and the stability condition remains the same as the
asymmetric case.
Comparing (4.59) with the exceptional ring equality ((4.50)), we can see that the ex-
ceptional ring is always larger than the instability ring. Both rings exactly coincide when
the system has balanced gain and loss (γ1 = −γ2). Fig. 4.20 shows the ground state
population (the energy level connected to the sink) of the system inside and outside the
instability ring. In this figure, the loss parameter(γ1) is 10 times greater than the gain
parameter(γ2). The instability ring in this case exists at Ωr = 0.0316 THz. We can see
that inside the ring (blue) the state ends up gaining exponentially as time passes while
for parameters outside the ring the system decays. We can also see that further we move
inside the ring, faster the gain rate is. This can be seen by comparing blue curves in the
lower and upper panels. The lower panel shows that the outside the ring the population
decays exponentially with time. Here too, the further we move outside the ring, faster the
decay is.
Thus even in a case such as this when the decay rate is 10 times larger than the gain rate
the system can exhibit a runaway unstable behaviour.
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Figure 4.20: Population of ground state with time for a gain-loss system. The parameters
are: Initial condition [C1 = 1, C2 = 0], Ωi = 0.001 THz, γ1 = 0.1 THz,γ2 = −0.01 THz.
The instability ring is at Ωr = 0.0316 THz. Upper Panel - far inside the boundary of the
stability ring (Ωr = 0.01 THz) and far outside the ring boundary (Ωr = 0.05 THz). Lower
Panel - close inside the boundary of the ring (Ωr = 0.031 THz) and just outside the ring
(Ωr = 0.032 THz). Note the difference in time scales in upper and lower panels.
4.7 Experimental validation
This system can be experimentally investigated using a two-level atom and circularly
polarised light. Fixing Ωr and setting ∆ = 0 THz, i.e. resonant excitation and varying
Ωi within the exceptional ring (e.g. by changing the intensity of that component) will
lead to no changes in the positions of the absorption spectrum peaks as the real parts of
the eigenvalues do not change within the exceptional ring (see Fig 4.17). The measured
absorption peaks will get broadened however as the imaginary part of the eigenvalues do
change within the exceptional ring. So small changes in intensity won’t affect the spectrum
until a critical value is reached. After that point, further increases will lead to splitting
of the peaks peak but no further broadening as the real parts of the eigenvalues split
outside the exceptional ring but the imaginary parts there become constant. Whether this
is observable obviously depends on finding a system which sharp enough peaks to resolve
the splitting. Another experiment might be encircling the exceptional point in Ωr,∆ space
i.e intensity of light and the detuning space. Extracting the eigenvalues from the spectrum
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[60] generated by this experiment will show the switching of the eigenvalues.
4.8 Conclusions
We investigated a non-hermitian four level system with first order exceptional point. We
simulated some of the known properties if exceptional points in this system and sug-
gested an experiment to observe exceptional points in the atomic spectrum. We then
investigated a simple yet rich non-symmetric non-hermitian model system that can be ex-
perimentally verified using circularly polarised light interacting with a two level system. We
studied properties of phase-rigidity, self-orthonormality and topological properties around
the exceptional points. We showed, by comparing with similar symmetric non-hermitian
Hamiltonians, that so long as the correct general definition of phase-rigidity is used, it can
alway correctly identify the location of EPs. We also described an instability ring inside
the exceptional ring where gain always wins regardless of a large loss channel present in
the system. This has potential applications in systems with high decay rates because even
a small gain can compensate for huge losses in the system thus controlling the dynamics.
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Conclusions and further work
We started with photon echo dynamics in the case of overlapping pulses to control the
position and magnitude of the echo to some extent. We have shown that the position
and magnitude of the photon echo is highly sensitive to the interference between the two
pulses. Therefore, choosing the right parameters will allow the experimentalist a better
grasp on the position of the echo and a better signal to noise ratio which would be useful
for measuring short T2 time. Then we collaborated with an experimental group to falsify
this hypothesis which resulted in an inconclusive result due to experimental difficulty of
observing photon echo in Si:Bi systems.
We also investigated the failure to observe electromagnetically induced transparency in
an experiment by our collaborators and suggested the parameter guideline for which the
experiment can succeed in future. We showed that the application of short pump in the
EIT experiment was the reason for the unsuccessful observation of EIT because long pump
and relatively short probe pulses are needed for observation of EIT in three-level V systems.
The energy splittings can still be seen with short pump(in population vs probe detuning
plots) but that is partly because of the direct pumping due to short pump.
We then investigated lossy systems with non-hermitian quantum mechanics. Firstly, we
investigated a lossy three-level Λ system by defining a non-hermitian hamiltonian(where
the losses are encoded as imaginary part of the eigenvalues of non-interacting hamiltonian)
and reproduced the known results of population variation with time and the coherent
population trapping phenomenon. Secondly, we investigated the general properties of
exceptional points on a two and four level systems. We proposed an experiment to
observe exceptional points in a four-level non-hermitian system. Thirdly we investigated a
two level system interacting with circularly polarised light. We modelled this hamiltonian
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as a non-symmetric and non-hermitian hamiltonian. We then discovered a region in the
parameter space where even a very small gain to loss ratio would result in a higher signal
over the course of time i,e, no matter how small the gain is, it always wins. This has
potential to be useful in experiments which suffer from low signal to loss ratio or high
decay rates.
To conclude, we have investigated various regimes of experimental difficulty in two, three
and four level systems and provided potential solutions. to these cases.
There are a few ideas on which to expand this work -
1. Collaboration with an experiment group to check the the existence of the instability
ring. In my opinion the experimental validation of existence of instability ring will
encourage researchers to experiment on lossy systems in such regime and might lead
to interesting physics due to the presence of exceptional points.
2. Studying photon echo in optical gain-loss system inside the instability ring to achieve
a higher signal to noise ratio. This will be very useful in the case of high decay rates
in the systems. We might get a better signal or the results may even change entirely
due to the presence of gain, exceptional points and the instability ring. I think it
will be an interesting project as here we’ll be connecting the unknown regime of
instability rings and less known regime of exceptional points with the well known
phenomena of photon echo.
3. A broader project would be the investigation of the effect of exceptional points
on the well known optical phenomenas like EIT, photon echo, coherent population
trapping, optical sensors, atomic clocks, quantum memories, quantum transport in
ordered/disordered systems. etc.
4. Adiabatically encircling an exceptional point in clockwise direction results in the
system being in the same eigenstate indifferent to the initial state. The same
happens for anticlockwise direction but results in the system being in the other
eigenstate irrespective of the initial state. This might be useful in preparing the
system in a particular state i.e. initial state preparation.
5. Investigate experimentally known measurable properties of exceptional points such as
topological effect around the exceptional points and its potential applications (e.g
may define a logic gate(AND/OR/XOR) etc), phase rigidity as well as unknown
properties/observable effects of exceptional points on real systems.
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